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Making the grade:
Local restaurants
inspected by Health
Department

Fairfield community 5Ks for a cause

BY KATIE BARRY

If safety is on your mind when it
comes to dining on campus and around
Fairfield, the Canisius Hall kiosk is your
best bet.
The Fairfield Board of Health conducts periodic inspections of all restaurants in the town of Fairfield, including
those on campus. Scored out of 100,
points are deducted for minor violations,
including problems with utensil storage, to more significant and potentially
dangerous issues, including improper
handling of raw food.
The Canisius kiosk has scored over
a 97 for the past four years, including a
score of 100 in 2006. There have never
been any major violations cited.
The Barone Campus Center, while
never scoring below a 91 in the past three
inspections dating back to 2005, had a
citation on April 19,2007, for excessive
garbage piled in the dining hall. The
problem has since been rectified.
The Stag, with a score of 93, was
ordered to clean shelves and empty sinks,
as well as defrost and clean one freezer.
In May of this year, the Fairfield
catering center was told to wash can
openers after each use. It received a score
of 90, the lowest of the eating establishments on campus.
Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant vice president of Student Services, said that dining safety is an essential aspect of the
Fairfield community.
"Sodexho does monthly inspections," he said. In fact, Fitzpatrick wishes
the town would inspect more often.
"I wish the town did [inspections]
quarterly. Once a year is too infrequent."
Sara Bouley '09 said she appreciates that Fairfield has not had any major
problems with the Health Board.
"It's very reassuring that the food
industry at Fairfield is up to date with
health inspections because it is obviously
very important," she said.

The 5K Breast Cancer Walk to support
the Norma F. Pfriem Breast Care Center of
Fairfield was held on Saturday, Oct. 14 on the
Fairfield University campus. The walk began
at 8:30 a.m. and was sponsored by Fairneld's
chapter of Colleges Against Cancer and the
Fairfield University Student Association
(FUSA).
Katie Cincotta TO said it was a good
turnout with a higher participation than last year.
"I feel like I did my part in helping to
raise money in cancer research. I think both sides
win in the end because the foundation raises
money for a good cause and I know I was a part
of it," she said.
Photos by Peter Caty

Student dies
after fighting
long-term
illness
Contributed Photo

STAFF REPORT

The passing of Maureen McAvoy
'10, due to a long-term illness, was announced by Dean of Students Thomas
Pellegrino on Oct. 16.
McAvoy's illness prevented
her from returning to campus this
academic year. However, she is

still considered a cherished part of
the Fairfield community and will
be well-remembered among former
classmates and University friends.
McAvoy was a mathematics
major from New York.
For more information, visit
fairfieldmirror.com.
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Movin' on up:
School of business receives top honors
BY BRIANNE FORTUNA

Fairfield's Dolan School of Business has
been named one of the best business schools in
the country by The Princeton Review for the third
consecutive year.
The Princeton Review, a New York Citybased education services company, formulates
its rankings from candid surveys of business
school students conducted during the past three
academic years. The 80-question survey asked
students about their educational studies, student
body, campus life, personal experiences and
future career plans.
The "Best 290 Business Schools - 2008
Edition" hits bookstores on Oct. 10 revealing
the Princeton Review's rankings of the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business

(AACSB) - accredited Master of Business Administration programs in the world, according
to a press release.
Norm Solomon, dean of the Dolan School
of Business, said that the achievement in The
Princeton Review is exceptionally gratifying
because the publication is based on the opinions
of Dolan students.
"It gives me great satisfaction to see that the
overwhelming viewpoint of our students is that
they are pleased with the Dolan School's faculty,
curriculum and facilities," he said.
Business students attributed the success of
the Dolan School to the challenging coursework
and the easy accessibility of their professors.
Alison Goggins ' 10, an undeclared business
SEE "PRINCETON
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Diversity grants awarded for new programs
BY JOE CARRETTA

Fairfield is often stereotyped as having
a Caucasian, preppy and wealthy student
body. But "diverse" is gradually inching its
way onto the list.
The different colored flyers decorating

at Fairfield with a gift from the Earl W. and
Hildagunda A. Brinkman Private Charitable
Foundation and the Humanities Institute of
the College of Arts & Sciences.
These donations have been supplemented with generous support from the Academic
Vice President Orin Grossman; Vice Presi-

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Girl Power: Liz Mercadante '09, Katie Carroll '09, Sarah Zybert '09 and Anne Krane '09
were awarded a grant for "Project Peg," which is a group of women working to define
feminism on Fairfielrfs campus.
nearly every wall around campus remind students of the three groups that were awarded
grants for their proposed projects to promote
diversity.
The increasing popularity of the diversity grant programs coupled with the openminded, motivated students and faculty has
intensified this initiative on campus.
The Student Diversity Grants/Brinkman Diversity Grants program was founded

dent of Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Mark Reed; University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx; Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences Raymond Poincelot; and the Dolan
School of Business, the Center for Multicultural Relations, FUSA and UMOJA.
Director of the program and psychology professor Elizabeth Gardner said, "This
is a permanent project that is increasing in
popularity each year. It's neat because it gives

students a chance to work with
funds that are granted directly
to them for their own ideas."
"This year it even became
an FYE event just to attend the
presentation ceremony, which
definitely brought us some
added attention," she added.
The three groups awarded
grants this year were: "Project
Peg" by Katie Carroll '09,
Anne Krane '09, Liz Mercadante '09 and Sarah Zybert
'09- "Accented PerceptionsKatie McCarthy/The Mirror
'
^
' Brainstorming ideas: Junior directors of "Project Peg" rehairtield University as a Space f|ect upon performances given ear|ier in the night by sma||
of (Dis)Integration for Foreign groups within the diversity program. The performances
Students and Faculty," by Kat- were based on daily issues facing women such as body
erineBoutros '08 andAmenda image and respect in the workforce.
Le Gros '08; and '"Am I
Racist?' Exploring Unconscious Biases and
"We want to get rid of the negative
Stereotypes Among Fairfield University stereotypes associated with feminism. FemiStudents," by Rachael Harriman '08 and nists are not bra-burning man-haters, every
Stephanie Chavarro '08.
girl and guy can be feminist and learn to
According to the University Web site, respect the rights of women and treat them
"The purpose of the grant is to encourage equally," she said.
•*
collaborative work among members of the
Secretary of academics for FUSA, JimFairfield University community."
marck Perel C. Cuenta '08, served as an adThe program awards three groups a visor to all of the groups and the only student
maximum of $1,500 to be put toward plan- representative on the board of judges.
ning and executing programs to support their
He said, "I was very objective being
causes and areas of concentration.
the advisor. I helped students make contacts
A presentation will be held on March with faculty to ensure that it not be limited
25 at the Quick Center for the three groups only to students."
to update the Fairfield community on the
"The ultimate goal of the program is
projects they created and their ideas for the to homogenize the campus and turn it into
future.
a living and learning campus for everyone
"Project Peg" project coordinator Mer- here. We have to encourage faculty, adcadante said, "We worked with the group ministrators and the student community
who began Project Peg last year. We were not to pass judgment based on outward
really good friends with them. We loved to appearances, and continue to make strides
work with them and continue to extend the in becoming an accepting community," said
message of the group."
Cuenta.

University receives $29,011 through Brazilian education grant
told The Mirror.
"They [Fairfield] filed a grant application with the Department of Education,
Want $29,000?
Now all Fairfield students need is a which decided the program," he said.'
great cause, dedicated people and a whole
Natonski said the University was
chosen by the Department of Education
lot of effort.
Congressman Christopher Shays based on the quality of the application that
(R-CT) announced that Fairfield University it submitted.
During the application process,
is the recipient of a grant totaling $29,011
as part of the Brazil Higher Education Fairfield representatives and its partnering
institutions "spent about six months planConsortia Program.
Past recipients have included Univer- ning a theme for the proposal, including one
sity of Georgia, Harvard University and intensive week on Fairfield's campus," said
Dina Franceschi, an economics professor
University of Notre Dame.
Fairfield was chosen for the grant who is coordinating the program.
Franceschi, the lead writer of the grant,
after completing a rigorous application
spearheaded a similar grant in 2002, which
process.
"Fairfield University was awarded this totaled $200,000.
While in graduate school, Franceschi
grant on a competitive basis," Dave Natonski, press secretary of Congressman Shays, visited Brazil several times, including a sixmonth stint in 1998
when she collected
data and performed
field work.
"TheyfFairfield]
were able to demonstrate how they
are uniquely qualified to undertake
the challenge of reducing poverty on a
global scale," said
Natonski.
Susan Fitzgerald, associate dean
of University College and director of
international educaContributed Photo tion, said a series of
Calls for a celebration: Congressman Christopher Shays (right)
meetings and phone
celebrates his election victory last year with campaign manager and caus wjtn partners
Fairfield alumn Michael Sohn. Shays announced that Fairfield will
from different orreceive $29,011 in the Brazil High
3 Education Consortia Program.
3
ganizations went
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

into the writing and implementing of the
grant.
"Some of the partner Brazilian institutions as well as our U.S. partner university
came to campus to write the grant," said
Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald said academics, housing
and site directors were among the topics
discussed during the writing process.
Now that the grant has been approved,
there are numerous and unexplored opportunities for Fairfield students.
"I think this Brazilian exchange adds
a wonderful opportunity for our students to
study in Brazil, [a country with] one of the
strongest economies in South America,"
said Fitzgerald.
Franceschi said almost all of the grant
money will be spent to create a greater
cooperation between schools in both countries. Students, faculty and administrators
will be able to take several trips per year
to Brazil.
In a press release, Shays called the
consortium an "exceptional learning experience."
University President Fr. Jeffrey von
Arx agreed with Shays saying, "Fairfield
is proud to be a leading partner in this important program."
He also said poverty and issues of social and economic inequality are among the
most serious issues in our world today.
The consortium will feature U.S.
schools sending 16 students per year for
four years to partnering institutions in Brazil. The students will be trained in Portugese
and exposed to a unique curriculum with the
theme of poverty.
According to Franceschi, the grant
funds provide a stipend to each student in
the program.
"The stipend is meant to defray some

Contributed Photo

Academic advocacy: The grant, which
was announced by Shays, will link Fairfield
University with Brazilian institutions to
discuss academic and cultural issues.
of the housing costs," said Franceshi. "We
want to promote a greater understanding of
culture, research and educational opportunities among the institutions."
Natonski said Shays "believes the federal government needs to provide innovative leadership in our educational system,"
and that the program fulfills that goal.
"I am grateful for this funding, which
will allow Fairfield University to partner
with Brazil to tackle the challenge of poverty on a global scale," said Shays in the
press release.
"My sophomore year, I had Franceschi,
and a woman from Brazil come in to discuss
certain global issues," said international
studies major Lydia Mulyk '08. "Getting
their aspects on global issues, you could
see their different methods of teaching, different methods of analyzing and different
approaches to the issues at hand."

NEWS

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Lightening the load:
BY RACHEL BREAN

New York State Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton and New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson are the most recent vocal 2008
Democratic presidential candidates vying
for college voters and their parents as they
lay out proposals that will ease exorbitant
college tuition costs and tedious financial
aid paperwork.
Clinton promised to provide students
with a $3,500 tuition tax credit and increase
Pell grants, which help middle- and lowincome students pay for college.
Clinton's proposed plan would more
than double the existing tax credit for
students and their families from $1,650
to $3,500.
Taxpayers would be able to claim 100
percent of the first $ 1,000 of college expenses and 50 percent of the next $5,000,
Clinton said in a recent New York Times
article.
Clinton introduced her extensive plan
last week at Plymouth State University in

New Hampshire, a state that has one of the
highest college tuitions in the nation. She
appealed to students there by stressing that,
while her family paid for her tuition and room
and board at Wellesley College, she put herself through law school at Yale University.
"I remember how homesick and lonely
I was when I went to college. I just felt like
I was in over my head, that everyone in the
college was smarter than me," she told The
Times. "My parents said, 'You have to stick
it out for the semester,' and luckily, things
changed. But a lot of people have no one to
talk to about that."
Gov. Richardson of New Mexico also
spoke in New Hampshire last week. He proposed that students be made eligible for two
years of free tuition at a public university for
every year they devote to public service.
Richardson said in The Times article
that he would pay for his proposal by cutting
"billions of dollars in loan subsidies to private
banks and lenders" and cut "unnecessary
cold-war-era weapons systems."
Former North Carolina Sen. John Edwards has also introduced a plan for national
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Candidates propose plans to
make college more affordable
education changes. He is calling for universal
preschool and a national university for teachers to attend.
"Teachers, not tests, are the single most
important factor in successful schools," said
Edwards in a Washington Post article.
He plans to focus on improving conditions for teachers, proposing to give every
teacher in low-poverty schools who do well
on tests $5,000 in bonus pay, according to
the article.
Clinton also proposed increasing the
maximum amount available to Pell grant recipients, providing $500 million in grants to
community colleges, doubling the tuition assistance provided, to AmeriCorps participants
and spending $250 billion on apprenticeship
and job-training programs for those who don't
go to college.
Noting that fewer than two-thirds of students who start college graduate, Clinton proposed $250 million in grants for colleges and
universities that develop innovative programs
to boost their graduation rates, particularly for
low-income and minority students.
Clinton also proposed reforms and

improvements to the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Currently,
the application costs Americans 100 million
hours a year, according to Clinton.
"You practically need a Ph.D. to understand how to fill out these forms," said
Clinton.
Her simpler process is that families
would check a box on their tax returns,
and the Department of Education would
calculate their federal aid eligibility.
"I think that it's a great idea that the
government provides a service like this to
parents," said Nicole Gallucci '09. "I know
that the paperwork for our tuition can get
really tedious."
Many Democratic candidates have
plans for education changes that include
improving public school and boosting
higher education rates.
Proposals are usually cenfered on
expanding early childhood education,
overhauling the No Child Left Behind
law, increasing aid to college students and
providing more support to public school
teachers.

Where they stand: What these candidates would do for you

Full Name: Hillary Rodham Clinton
Political Office: U.S. Senator from New York;
elected 2000; re-elected 2006
Education: B.A., Wellesley College, 1969;
J.D. Yale University, 1973
Business/Professional Experience: Partner,
Rose Law Firm (Little Rock, Ark.), 1979-1992
Date of Birth: Oct. 26, 1947
Campaign Web site: hillaryclinton.com

Full Name: William Blaine Richardson III
Political Office: Governor of New Mexico;
elected 2002; U.S. Representative from New
Mexico, 1983-1997
Education: B.A., Tufts University, 1970; M.A.,
Tufts's Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy,
1971
Date of Birth: Nov. 15,1947
Campaign Web site: richardsonforpresident.com

College Affordability Platform: Promised to
provide students with a $3,500 tuition tax credit
and increase Pell grants, which help middleand low-income students pay for college.

College Affordability Platform: Proposed that
students be made eligible for two years of free
tuition at a public university for every year that
they devote to public service. The plan would
cost roughly $60 billion a year.

Full Name: John Reid Edwards
Political Office: U.S. Senator from North
Carolina, 1999-2005
Education: B.S., North Carolina State
University, 1974; J.D., University North
Carolina, 1977
Date of Birth: June 10,1953
Campaign Web site: johnedwards.com
College Affordability Platform: Called for
universal preschool and a national university for
teachers, which would appeal to voters in rural
areas, with a plan specifically for South Carolina
that would offer incentive pay of up to $15,000
to teachers in low-income schools.

Fairfield University Students

•*«20% OFF

any Salon or Spa Service with a valid Student ID

Including
Manicures • Pedicures
Cut & Color • Waxing • Facials
and more!

L

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm- 11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm- 12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm-ll:45pm

Severn and S>pc\
Less than 3 miles from campus

Call today for an appointment

(203) 255-5942
65 Hillside Road ■ Fairfield,
www.creativecompany salt

We accept
Dining Dollars
And
Stag Bucks

Sedexho
Campus Services
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Campus crime beat:
Three narcotics violations and three stolen StagCards
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11:04 a.m. A StagCard, last seen in the library computer room, was stolen.

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Campus

Tuesday, Oct 9
8:30 a.m. A $60 parking sticker was stolen
from a vehicle on Leber Road.

2:09 p.m. The freight elevator in Bannow was vandalized. An order was put in for *^i ^
repairs.

.«
&

3®

9:26 p.m. A narcotics violation occurred.
Students were referred to judicial.
12:59 a.m. A narcotics violation occurred
at the townhouses. The student was referred to
judicial.
Saturday, Oct. 13

Wednesday, Oct 10
3:37 p.m. A female student left her purse in the bathroom of the Barone Campus Center. When she returned to
get her purse, both her StagCard and money were missing.
3:48 p.m. A narcotics violation occurred. The student
was referred to judicial.
4:35 p.m. A StagCard was reported stolen from the
Walsh Athletic Center.
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1:44 a.m. Vandalism was reported in Campion Hall. A
Pritchard employee was notified of the grafitti.
The Print Edition

2:55 a.m. Vandalism occurred to an air conditioning
unit at the townhouses. There are no current suspects.
8:06 p.m. Soda was poured into the card reader at the
entrance to Campion. The system was destroyed.
Sunday, Oct 14
12:27 a.m. Attempted larceny of a Stagtoberfest banner from the Levee.

Thursday, Oct 11
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PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
** #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night trips. Low
prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+. Book
20+ people, get 3 free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008! Sell trips, earn cash, and
go free! Call for group discounts. Best deals
guarunteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849.
www.STStravel.com

MATH TUTOR
4 hrs. a week with flexible schedule in Fid. home.
Violin and guitar instruction for 2 middle school
students
Crisy Jarrar @ 292-6721 Cell: 209-7744
PART TIME TRADING SOFTWARE TESTER
for Java stock trading program. Programming
experience helpful. In Fairfield; some remote
work possible.
algorithmic8-a@yahoo.com

Have you tried ApartmentFiller.com yet?
Simple to Use. Also, check out the rental homes.
Student Rental/Showing for Fall 2008
House on Fairfield Beach Rd in great condition,

JOBS
Fairfield Museum
The new Fairfield Museum is looking for weekend
visitor service staff, Sat or Sun 12-4. S10/hr.
Send letter and CV to Director, Fairfield Museum,
370 Beach Road, Fairfield 06824 or mjehle®
fairfieldhs.org
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OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Call 917.733.8577

Reef Rd. House also available.
Spring Break '08. Lowest Prices: Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco. Free Meals & Drinks. Book by
Nov. 1. Hiring Reps, Free Travel & Cash. Exciting
new destinations. Costa Rica, Europe, Punta
Cana www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-7710
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BABYSITTING
Norwalk PT
Mon-Thu 3pm-6:30pm / Fri 8:30am-6:30pm for 4
yr old girl beg Oct 1
Car needed

a?

CORRECTH

Affiliated with:

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS
CLARIFICATIONS

Babysitter Needed
Sitter needed for 2 children, 2 yrs and 5 mos old.
Make your schedule - approx 10-12 hrs/wk @$13/

hr in Wilton. Pis call 917-224-9951.
Babysitter Wanted
Tues & Thurs 10:30-5:30 in Westport. Experience
w/ infant required. Contact Jill at 917-373-0860

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Stephanie Lauto at (203) 256-6529.
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For safe snacks, Canisius kiosk is the best eatery in the area
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

However, while eating on campus is a safe
bet, leaving the University may pose more of a
risk to your stomach.
According to the Board of Health, no restaurants have been recently closed or suspended
due to violations, but there have been several
citations.
On July 20, a customer found a piece of a
latex glove in her cream cheese at Village Bagel
on Post Road. The manager said that it was an
accident, and employees would be more careful
in the future.
On Sept. 17,2006, a customer complained
of severe nausea after eating Egg Foo Yung at
Panda IV on Post Road. She was admitted to the
hospital, where her doctors confirmed that she
had food poisoning. However, a later inspection
has since proved there was no improper food
handling.
In May of the same year, the Board of
Health received a complaint about roaches and
dead rats on the roof of Panda IV, in addition
to excessive grease dripping into the kitchen.
The Board of Health does not handle the roofs
of restaurants, but no cockroaches were found
in the kitchen and the grease problem has been
fixed.
In December 2005, a woman found a cockroach in her wrap at Circle Diner. According
to the manager, it was most likely a result of
improperly washing produce. An exterminator
was called, and the Circle Diner passed its most
recent inspection with a score of 85, five points
above the minimum score an establishment must
receive to pass.
Repeated offenses may change students'
minds about where they will or will not eat.
"The fact that Panda IV had more than one
problem in such a short period of time is kind of
disturbing," said Gillian Bonynge '08.

Canisius Kiosk
Canisius Ground Floor, Fairfield LV
Score: 97+
Circle Diner
441 Post Road, Fairfield
Score: 85

Panda IV
923 Post Road, Fairfield
Score: 83
Village Bagel
653 Post Road, Fairfield
Score: 93

.«!.<!

Photos by Jon Ollwerther

Ready to be part
of something bigger than
yourself?
join Fairfield University
students, faculty, & staff
calling for:

The Levee Pub is back as
your campus hangout!

PEACE NOW
Join thousands in

NEW YORK CITY
to make your voice heard!
• Sign-up at one of the designated tables in the
BCC or the same morning of the event

euee

• Information sessions:
-Monday 10122107 @ Noon
Jazzman's, BCC

Hours:

-Wednesday 10124107 @ 6 p.m.
jazzman's BCC

Monday - Thursday: 4:30 p*m* - 12:00 a*m*
Friday - Saturday: 4:30 p.mu -1:00 a*mu

9 Assemble on march day at BCC (near the
Jazzman's Cafe entrance), 8:30 a.m.

Upcoming Events:
Union Square by 12 noon I march at 1:00 p.m.
Discounted fares for those who sign up by
Wednesday, October 24th
Co-sponsored by Peace and Justice Studies Program, Campus Ministry,
Center for Catholic Studies.Women's Studies Program,
Office of Mission and Identity, Ignatian Residential College, College Democrats,
Students for Social Justice, History Department, Politics Department,
Center for Faith and Public Life, and Pax Christi at Fairfield

THE PEACE MARCH IS PART OF THE

FYE EVENTS

Thursday Oct. 19, 9 p.m.
Friday Oct. 20,8 p.m.
Monday Oct. 22, 9 p.m.
Tuesday Oct. 23, 9 p.m.
Thursday Oct. 25,6 p.m.

Free Mocktails and Food
Battle of the Bands
Wing Night for Football; 5 for $1
Village Area Levee Night
WVOF Trivia Night

A New Staff, A New Program Calendar, A New Experience!
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Coming OUt Community: Colleges offer gender-neutral dorms
BY KATIE BARRY

Every fall, over 3,000 undergraduate
co-eds move into their Fairfield campus
dormitories. Is it possible that one day those
men and women will be moving into the
same dorm room?
This fall, Dartmouth College opened
up its gender-neutral residency options for
the first time. Students can either live in one
of the 57 co-ed apartments and multi-room
suites, or apply to the new "gender-neutral"
floor.
The gender-neutral floor, which was
created in large part to student demand, is
aimed at helping members of the Lesbian
Gay Bisexual Transgender (LGBT) community, many of whom do not feel comfortable
living in "traditional" dorms.
According to The Dartmouth, Dartmouth's student newspaper, while only 13
of the 57 suites will be occupied by co-ed
groups, applications for the gender neutral
hall far exceeded capacity.
But are there any plans for a similar
program at Fairfield?
"The Collegiate Closet," the 2007
research project completed as part of Fairfield's diversity grant initiative, lists gender
neutral dorms as an integral part of integrating members of the LGBT community into
the Fairfield campus community.
Michelle Holmberg '08, who was part
of the diversity project, believes gender
neutral dorms are important for those who
feel they lie outside the traditional binary
gender scale.
"Not everyone feels comfortable with
the hetero-compulsive dorms as they are
now, and would benefit from living in an

alternative living situation," she said.
Frank Fraioli '08, who was also involved with the project, agreed.
"Gender neutral dorms are incredibly
important in making a comfortable living

"It's really raised awareness about
LGBT issues, and I'm really glad it happened. I don't know many [people] who
oppose it," she said.
Jon Hopper, the RA of the gender-neutral floor, agreed on its impact
and response. "The campus has
been great," he said. "I haven't
heard anyone claim that this
wasn't a good idea."
Hopper argued that when
it comes to diversity, gender
— not race, sexual orientation,
religion or ethnicity — is the
only allowed discrimination in
residence halls.
The gender-neutral dorms
hope to eliminate this discrimination, and with it, the pain
that traditional residence halls
can cause. Hopper brought up
the situation of a gay male who
does not want to worry about
sexual tension with his roommate. Gender-neutral dorms
lower that concern.
Hopper said the dorms serve
to "question the basis of heteronormativity — the idea that
people are heterosexual and that
ioto Illustration by Rob Fitzgerald
policies
should be based on that
Gender neutral: Dartmouth College joins Welsleyan
assumption. That itself is a great
and approximately 30 other universities offering
gender-neurtral dorms. Despite the growing popular- asset to the LGBT community,"
ity, this trend does not appear to be in near future for he said.
Fairfield University residences.
The Gender Public Advocacy
Coalition, a non-profit organizasituation for everyone at Fairfield, not just tion dedicated to helping those of alternathose who fit the norm," he said.
tive gender definitions, argues that genderResponses to the dorms at Dartmouth neutral housing is necessary at all schools
have been positive, according to Ashley with residential dorms.
Cartagena, a sophomore at Dartmouth.
Their annual report on universities

states, "Typical housing presents a serious
safety issue and social barrier for thousands
of gender non-conforming and LGBT students who reside in on-campus housing."
This is a theory that is beginning to gain
momentum at schools across the country.
Dartmouth joins approximately 30 other
schools in this growing trend that started at
Wesleyan in 2004.
Schools include both public universities such as University of Minnesota, and
smaller private colleges including Harvard,
Carnegie Mellon, Oberlin, Harverford and
Swathmore. Both Cornell University and
University of Chicago are also currently
considering such options.
However, despite the response at
Dartmouth and the increase of programs in
schools nationwide, there will be no similar
options at Fairfield.
According to Deborah Cady, director of
residence life, "there are no plans for genderneutral housing at Fairfield," she said.
Fairfield residence halls are gender
specific by hall or floor in traditional dorms,
and the Kostka-Claver rooms are gender
specific by suite.
Since, according to the student handbook, members of the opposite sex are not
supposed to spend the night in the same
room, gender-mixed dorms are not plausible.
While Holmberg agreed on the importance of gender-neutral dorms, she said
does understand why the program is not on
Fairfield's immediate to-do list.
"I hope Fairfield considers them, but I
think they will be a long time coming," she
said. "There is too much the school needs to
work on first before they move to this next
progressive step."

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top ioo law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median -158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

LAW.QUINNIPIAC.EDU | HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
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Green lighting plans for a better environment

BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

At a tag sale a few years ago,
Charlene Wallace bought several
odd looking light bulbs. She had
heard that, compared to "normal"
light bulbs, the spiraled, tube-like
bulbs save energy. When .she returned home, she tested the bulbs
in outdoor fixtures.
Today, Wallace — secretary for Fairfield's philosophy,
religious studies and the honors
program departments — still uses
these same bulbs.
Now, others in the Fairfield
community who do not already
own a compact fluorescent light
bulb, or CFL, can also have the
opportunity to reap the benefits

of saving both energy and money
during the national ENERGY
STAR Change-a-Light campaign.
This month, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency kicked
off a 10-city tour to promote the
switch to the energy efficient CFLs
throughout the United States. The
campaign started in Anaheim,
Calif., and will conclude in New
York City on Oct. 23.
Fairfield's Student Environmental Association (SEA) and
the United Illuminating Company
hope to get Fairfield students and
faculty involved by having them
sign a pledge to switch to the more
efficient bulbs.
"It celebrates both the progress that's already been made, as

well as the continuing movement
toward environmental sustainability here at Fairfield University," said SEA vice president
Brianna Bundenthal '08 in a press
release.
"Students and faculty alike
are becoming more aware of what
it means to 'go green,' so this
event should truly embrace the
collaboration of everyone's time
and effort," she said.
CFLs have gained global
popularity because of their energy
efficiency, and in turn, moneysaving technology.
A single CFL uses 75 percent
less energy than an incandescent
light bulb and lasts up to 10 times
longer, according to the ENERGY
STAR Web site. One CFL can
also save $30 in electricity cost
throughout its lifetime.
SEA began its 'Change-aLight' campaign last Wednesday
night at the Quick Center after
the "This Endangered Planet:
A Chinese View" program with
renowned environmentalist Sheri
Liao.
This week, the campaign and
additional materials will be relocated to Wallace's office in Donnarumma Hall for the remainder
of the week.
SEA President Stacy Davis
'09 said she hopes to have 500
people pledge on campus.Nationwide, the campaign has already
brought in close to one million
pledges, according to the EPA

Web site.
According to associate professor of chemistry L. Kraig
Steffen, who also instructs the
course "Chemistry, Energy and
the Environment," the amount of
overall electricity saved is easily
calculated.
"Let us imagine 100,000 college students changing out one
traditional bulb that is rated at
100 watts to one that consumes 50
watts," said Steffen. "If a student
used the new bulb an average of
five hours per day they would consume 250 watthours of electricity
as versus 500 watthours for the
conventional bulb."
Steffen suggests that if 100,000
students made the switch to CFLs,
the possible energy savings would
be 25,000,000 watthours, "which
is equivalent to 25 megawatthours
(mWh) of power."
"To put this in perspective, the
output of the Bridgeport RESCO
trash-to-energy power plant is just
over 50 mWh," said Steffen. "The
take-home lesson is that if a large
number of people participate in a
simple act of energy conservation,
such as replacing regular bulbs
with compact fluorescent bulbs,
then significant amounts of energy
can be saved."
According to Dina Franceschi,
associate professor of economics
and co-director of environmental
studies, the Change-a-Light program is one that "everyone can
be involved in and is a great op-

portunity for our students to work
to raise awareness on campus and
off."
At Fairfield, over 7,700 fluorescent light bulbs have been
replaced campus wide with energy-efficient fixtures with electronic switches, according to the
University's "From Red to Green"
handbook.
The townhouses are the only
buildings on campus that still have
incandescent light bulbs because
of ongoing discussions on possible
renovations, according to John Tedesco of campus operations.
While converting to CFLs
is a move toward combating environmental issues, Franceschi
said such one-time environmental
efforts "are not going to save the
planet."
She quoted Liao, the internationally known Chinese environmentalist activist who spent a day
at Fairfield last week.
"As we learned on Wednesday
night, from an inspirational Sheri
Liao, it is making whole lifestyle
changes that are necessary for us to
make an impact on our ever-changing world," Franceschi said.
Individuals interested in taking the Change-a-Light pledge can
also visit the Energy Star or United
Illuminating Web sites: energystar.
gov and uinet.com, respectively.
Energy saving light bulbs are
also available in stores nationally
and on campus in the University
bookstore.
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Etiquette when Accepting Interviews ...
When going through the recruiting process, you are representing Fairfield and YOURSELF (your
reputation) to all employers. Employers' continued interest in
recruiting at Fairfield is significantly influenced by their experiences during the recruiting season.
A "No Show" for an interview is stealing an opportunity from a friend!!!

Questions???
Call the CPC - 254-4081
e-mail- cpc@mail.fairfield.edu ...
Visit us in the Kelley Center!
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llUWj \J Voili* prospectivecofleeestudents
According to the Web site, U-CAN is the
first consumer information tool developed by
The University and College Accountabil- colleges and universities themselves.
"Selecting the right college is a challengity Network (U-CAN) Web site was recently
created as an additional option besides the ing process and a significant investment," said
U.S. News & World Report system of college Univerisity President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx in
rankings, to help prospective students search a press release.
"Fairfield University is committed to profor colleges and universities.
viding
detailed, easily accessible and reliable
Created and managed by the National
Association of Independent Colleges and Uni- information for our prospective students and
versities (NAICU), U-CAN, ucan-network. their families," he said.
The Web site costs nothing to use, and
org, provides statistical information for over
600 private colleges and universities in a com- does not require users to log in. Participating
institutions must follow certain guidelines to ensure that the data provided is
About Our Students
accurate and consistent.
Admissions ©
Information about facts such as
loans, class sizes and net tuition is
collected from the U.S. Department
of Education's IPEDS survey and the
Common Data Set.
Normally difficult to understand,
U-CAN takes these statistics and displays them in a context that is easier
to digest.
"It doesn't look much different
from
other college Web sites, although
Fairfield University
it is a little easier to read," said Kristin
Falffloitl, Connecticut 0S824
Brown ' 10. "But while other sites like
Contributed Photo
the U.S. News & World Report focus
more on academics, this looks at all
the other things."
prehensive, easy-to-read format.
Now that the Web site is up and running,
Statistics are shown using graphs and
charts, along with narrative descriptions and how students and parents evaluate the inforsubject-specific links that bring users directly mation that is provided will determine if it
to the college's Web site. Unlike the U.S. News can compete with other college ranking sites,
& World Report, U-CAN does not actually such as The Princeton Review and U.S. News
rank colleges, rather it is meant to be used & World Report.
According to von Arx, however, the Web
as a way to simply provide information to
prospective students and parents from a single site will be a "valuable new tool and information source."
location.
BY MELISSA MANN
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CONTINUED FROM P. 1
major, said, "They kind of force you
to think about what you're learning in
terms of the real world. I put in hours
of work every day for some of my
classes."
Ben Geller '10 agreed.
"The teachers are very devoted to
helping you do the best in class," he
said. "I don't mind getting up at 8 a.m.
and making the 15-minute walk."
Fairfield's close proximity to the
headquarters of nearly 50 Fortune 500
companies was also mentioned as an
asset. The Dolan School of Business
works with many of these corporations,
which provide unique and beneficial
internships and opportunities for students.
Fairfield's faithful devotion and
association with the Jesuits is also
a contributing factor to the strength
of the Dolan School, according to
Solomon.
"Our commitment to Jesuit and
Catholic mission and identity distinguishes us from many other business
schools," he said.
"Our faculty in their courses
certainly emphasizes concepts such as
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'cura personalis' and being 'women
and men for others,'" he said.
Some students mentioned the
Dolan School's classrooms, equipped
with the most current teaching technologies, as an asset. In addition, the
evening and weekend courses are
convenient for the many working
professionals enrolled in part-time
programs.
Marcello De Pascale '09, a finance
major, said, "My professors are really
smart and helpful with lots of real
world experience. They're stock traders by day and teaching is a secondhand thing, so they bring that into the
classroom."
Robert Franek, vice president and
publisher of The Princeton Review,
said in a press release, "We compile
our ranking lists in multiple categories
based on what students report to us
about their schools to help applicants
decide which of these academically
outstanding schools is best for them."
The Dolan School's graduate
programs include the MBA program,
and masters degree programs in accounting, finance and taxation, as well
as certificate programs for advanced
study.
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GMAT
10:00 A.M.
BNW 253

GRE
10:15 A.M.
BNW254A

LSAT
10:30 A.M.
BNW 256

MCAT/DAT
10:45 AM.
BNW 300
All attendees of the event will receive $100 off any kaplan comprehensive course
To Register call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaprest.com/practice
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Diversity at its best
Fairfield students do not always pay close attention to
congressional announcements. However, not all of these
announcements have as direct an impact on our University
as the one made by Christopher Shays (R-CT) last week,
which revealed that Fairfield would be the recipient of a
$29,011 grant through the Brazil Higher Education Consortia Program.
Not only is this an honor for the University - past recipients of the grant include Wake Forest, Notre Dame and
Harvard - it is also a credit to all those who are working
diligently to make the Fairfield learning experience span
beyond the classroom. It exemplifies the idea of applying
academic lessons to the world beyond our University's immediate surroundings.
The grant will allow a select group of students and
faculty to experience the unique culture of Brazil while
addressing the very widespread and prevalent crisis of
poverty worldwide. In the process, they will become truly
immersed in a facet of diversity and social activism that
would not otherwise be possible.
Such an initiative accomplishes two lofty University
goals. It takes the notion of increasing diversity to a heightened, more proactive level. It is also aligned with the strategic plan, which emphasizes the importance of education
both inside and outside of the classroom.
For years, Fairfield has struggled with defining diversity and how to boost its presence on campus. But diversity
is not as straightforward as increasing certain ethnic groups
among the student body or focusing on attracting students
from different regions around the world; it exists on an
individual level, expressed by each student. By broadening
the spectrum, this grant transports students to Brazil, where
life is much different from life at Fairfield, giving them the
ability to explore the issue of poverty firsthand.
Realizing that diversity is not necessarily synonymous
with ethnicity, race or socio-economic backgrounds is the
first step toward achieving that goal. This opportunity is
not an instance of students looking at a world they do not
understand; it instead requires students to face what may
be culture shock head on and grow as intellectuals from the
experience.
We are proud of those involved for not only pursuing
the grant, but for successfully obtaining it. The participating students will be able to leave their footprint on those
locations and situations they encounter during their trip.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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A habit is a terrible thing to break
BY JESS MITCHELL

Whether we like it or not, college students are
creatures of habit who thrive on routine. We make
some bad choices; we live in the name of fun and even
the most debilitating hangover cannot stop us.
During our four wonderful years of college,
we march to the same drum, are victims to our
own guilty pleasures day in and day out, and dread
graduation day.
College is the only place where drinking excessively, smoking a pack a day, eating Domino's at 4
a.m. and skipping class in order to nurse a hangover
are part of the daily grind.
Although I have grown as an individual over
the past four years, I have decidedly not been freed
from my bad habits.
I came to college as a smoker, tossed around
the idea of quitting a few times, but after one, twoweek stint over the summer sans cigarettes, I felt
more naked than healthy.
My entire routine would be thrown off track if
I couldn't step outside the BCC, an exam or a beach
party to have a moment alone with my security
blanket of cigarettes.
After all, it is comfort we seek, and familiar
people, places and activities that give us a sense of
security. While relationships are nearly impossible
to find in college, everyone wants a significant other
to be a part of their pattern.
Weekly episodes with this person are just
enough to get a fix, just enough to make you feel
complete, but not enough to take the attention off
of the routine.
We won't let anything into our daily lives that
could potentially disrupt our habitual behavior and
whatever pattern we have formed for ourselves.
Freshman year, I learned quickly that the weekend began on Thursday and that I go out, always.
It doesn't matter if I have a test on Friday morning,
anticipate throwing up in Canisius, or have a hangover that leaves me comatose for 12 hours, it's part
of my week.
It's outrageous to think that after four years, I
would forgo drinking the night before a test. Almost
as outrageous as going to bed at a decent hour, with
an empty stomach, because it just doesn't feel like a
night out without the comfort of greeting the deliv-

ery guy, a trip to the diner or a late-night adventure
through the freezers and shelves of 7-Eleven.
Getting a good night's rest is a high school
throwback, as is actually going to class in the morning. In college, an administrator won't call home if
you miss too many classes and your parents can't
yell at you for playing hooky. So, you are free to go
to the beach, sleep in and go shopping during class
time if you choose.
However, tally those absences with caution,
because the nice beach day will turn into the gloomy
rainy day, which will eventually become "I just don't
feel like going."
I avoid failing the final exam by storing the
number of at least one classmate for each class,
because since day one of my routine, I learned that
skipping class is not just a one-time thing.
Why I continue to cling to my bad habits, I
do not know. All I know is that I am addicted to
my routine, and as long as there are no immediate
consequences, I'll keep living.
It's not like any of the aforementioned habits
are that terrible; it's not like everyone doesn't set up
the same annoying pattern for themselves.
While I despise my bad habits, I love that they
aren't going anywhere. Although I'm stuck in a rut,
and I complain about it, you will never see me try
all that hard to get out.
Graduation will come soon enough, where
smoking is immature, the weekend begins on Friday,
everyone wants to settle down, lunch dates replace
late night feasts with friends and skipping work
could get you fired.
Until May, my life will never skip a beat because breaking the pattern now is as impossible as lifting a keg with one hand - it just
cannot be done.

Photo Illustration by Jon Ollwerther

Check out The Mirror Commentary Blog yet? Get
these and many other commentary perspectives @
mirrorcommentary.blogspot.com.
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Colleges Against Cancer sounds off
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University beach transportation,
your ride to safety?
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

Some would call it a drunk bus. Others would
call it a viable and safe means for students to return to campus from the beach. Whichever jargon
you prefer, the fact still remains that something
must be done to ensure the safety of all Fairfield
students.
The administration cannot ignore the fact that
this campus, and the University community as a
whole, is far from dry. Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino recognizes this but refuses to accept that
students are not free to make the right decision.
"A hallmark of a liberal education is that
students are given the freedom to explore, learn
and to reach conclusions on their own," he said.
"Equally important, students are (or should be)
trusted enough to exercise that freedom appropriately without undue intervention or restraint.
Mistakes will be made, and when they are, education steps in."
Education, in my opinion, does not step in
at all but rather steps to the side. This University
should be concerned with preventing incidents,
not waiting until they occur before taking action.
This is where the discussion begins. The
administration does not want to adhere to the
norms of othe| colleges such as Providence College, which offers late-night transportation service
: to students. 1 jajn not asking the administration to
. cater to students, but I am asking its members to
recognize that compromise is a viable option.
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08 has
made it a' priority -to'provide beach transportation to seniors who wish to return to campus
without having to worry about driving. This, he
said, took place on Friday night when a bus was
present in Veterans Park for the purpose of picking up seniors and bringing them to mug night
at the Levee.
Williams said turnout for the transportation
was abysmal but feels that with consistency,
there is potential for further transportation and
increased attendance at on-campus events.
"We're trying to bring seniors back on campus to enjoy the events that we plan. It only makes
sense to use the transportation provided," he said.
"We need to build a strong foundation on what we
have right now, which is a bus exclusively for seniors for events on campus that have alcohol."
What this means for an all-inclusive student
bus is still unknown. But the perception of a
drunk bus must be changed if the administration is going to even consider listening to a real
student issue.
"Calling it a drunk bus has a very negative connotation to it. We need to move away from calling it
that," Williams said. "Why couldn't the bus be used
to bring seniors back to big sporting events?"

This is not a new concept. Senior week runs
on buses transporting students to and from events
as a means to protect them from themselves.
Senior class president Marc Hansel '08
agreed with Williams on the stigma associated
with a "drunk bus" and said the administration's
stance of not dealing with the issue at all is
"shortsighted."
"There has to be a way for there to be a bus
service for the beach residents to go to and from
the beach, especially when there are events happening on campus," he said. "Instead of trying to
find an agreement for safe travel for students to
and from the beach provided by the University,
the administration has chosen to not deal with the
issue at all whatsoever."
Pellegrino, however, said that being a college
student does not exempt you from doing what is
right. And, in his opinion, it takes away from what
students came to this University to do.
"With all the wonderful things going on
around here, we really do a disservice to the talents, interests and attitudes of the vast majority
of students here when all we can focus on is what
is being consumed, as opposed to what is being
learned," he said.
While it is the student's job to learn, it is the
administration's job to protect. If every student
were to be held to these Utopian standards of personal responsibility at all cost, then there would
be no need for Public Safety.
Asked if he feels if students drink and drive
at the beach, Hansel responded via e-mail, "Most
definitely they do. It happens every weekend
night."
As idealistic as this University wants to be,
here are the facts: a DATTCO bus picked up my
roommate and I from the beach our freshman
year when everyone was intoxicated. The Connecticut Post later wrote a story slamming the
University for it.
During senior week, drunk buses ran consistently to safeguard against any mishaps and
to protect the students from themselves. Nobody
is perfect.
Although students should be expected to
live within moderation and make responsible
decisions, it would be naive to think that all of
them will. And that has nothing to do with their
student status because there are plenty of adults
out there who have neither grown up yet nor
learned their limit.
Where does that leave Fairfield University?
There is an issue at hand that has been tiptoed
around for too long and it is about time that the
administration, FUSA and student beach residents
propose and find a solution.
For as free as Pellegrino claims students are
to make their decisions, students should not be
handicapped by where they live.
And as irresponsible as it is to get behind the
wheel after a few too many, it is just as irresponsible to hide behind University policy instead of
actually dealing with the issue at hand and coming
up with a viable answer.

I am not a cigarette smoker and I am
certainly proud to say it.
In an Oct. 4 article, Mr. Andrew
Chapin ('09) jokes that it's a good thing
adolescent girls have turned to cigarettes
to lose weight rather than speed or coke.
Cigarettes kill 400,000 people a year in
the United States and cost more than
$167 billion in annual health related
costs. Cocaine and speed combined kill
approximately 200,000.
Please, let's not heap the tragedy of
underage cigarette use on top of the tragedy of image enhancement issues facing
impressionable young women. Especially
since, if cigarette smoking and eating
disorders haven't already killed them,
a good number of these impressionable
young women become impressionable
young college students.
Monitoring one's weight certainly
is an individual responsibility. However,
it is also a responsibility shared with the
rest of society.
Popular culture, ads, models, movie
stars and rock stars who continue to reinforce the image that super thin is sexy and
that anyone who isn't is a castaway are
certainly a more accurate reason young
girls have eating disorders than studies
like the National Longitudinal Study of
Adolescent Health.
If you don't agree, just ask yourself
how many young impressionable girls
you've seen reading copies of the study.
While smoking has decreased in
popularity at Fairfield, a visit to the local hospital's cancer ward or even the
local cemetery just a few miles away
from Jogues Hall and the 13-block at the

townhouses will certainly make one wish
cigarette smoking was dead.
Mr. Chapin argues that smoking is
the great equalizer, separating the men
from the boys and the women from the
Fairfield girls. I completely agree.
Smoking separates the men from the
boys by putting the men on oxygen tanks
or six feet under. And smoking separates
the women from the Fairfield girls by
forever making those girls wonder how
their lives would have been different if
Mom hadn't died from lung cancer.
When I asked a few Fairfield lung
cancer patients if curing boredom, living
once, enjoying a cig after a nice meal or was
worth losing loved ones, poisoning the air
with second hand smoke and getting cancer
themselves, they all said no, it wasn't. That
is, the ones who could speak.
Yes, you have the right to your
habits. You have the right to not take
care of yourself by divorcing yourself
from the gym, amicably or not. By all
means, enjoy your man breasts and your
six dollars per pack per day habit. Enjoy
the dance.
Just keep in mind the $3.45 in medical care due to smoking and the $3.75 in
productivity losses that cost our society
per pack as a result.
Smoking is your choice, but not having to foot the bill for the medical costs
that will certainly result from your habit
and not having to risk my own health at
the same time is mine. And don't tell me
otherwise because last time I checked, it's
my decision and it always has been.
Sincerely,
Megan Steele '08, president of
Colleges Against Cancer

Rules of alumni engagement
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

"I lived here two years ago, can I
use your bathroom?" This was a pretty
typical request this past weekend, as
packs of alumni swarmed the beach area,
determined to relive their glory days.
And of course, this request was
typically granted by the current seniors,
as there are certain unspoken rules that
come into effect for Alumni Weekend.
Recent alums seemed to assume
a degree of clout upon return to their
former beach houses, whether it simply
be bathroom privileges or overnight stays
on the couch. Some took advantage more
than others; the astute alumni found that
bribing current students with a keg was
just as good as a key when it came to
opening up the doors of their former
beach residences.
Current seniors stepped aside as
alumni crowded the Lantern Point deck,
sipping from solo cups and listening to
a band, relishing this-throw back to college life.
Of course many alumni could be
found at the Seagrape from the afternoon
until night. They staked out their territory at this dingy bar full of fond drunken
memories early, knowing that it was only
a matter of time until the place would
soon be impossible to get into - and they
were right.
Thus seniors, who have made the
Grape their standard watering hole for
the past month, stepped aside again,
leaving the Cherry Bomb hangovers for
the alums in lieu of a keg-filled solo at
a house party.
Graduates had returned to their
beloved, former stomping grounds and

weren't leaving until they had soaked up
every bit of their college pasts as they
could before reality could summon them
back to work on Monday.
Normally, seniors keep a steadfast
grip on their beach territory. This is usually aimed at the flocks of freshmen who
arrive by taxis in search of free-flowing
booze that will prove they are finally
"so college." Why do we, as seniors, so
willingly step aside during this particular
weekend, so readily allowing our beach
houses and bar stools to become packed
with strangers?
Is it out of respect for tradition and
the former students who have walked the
"forgotten path" before us? Is it simply
enjoying giving back to the familiar
faces who once showed us the fine art
of tapping a keg?
I think these contribute to it, but it
goes further than that. I think this past
weekend reminds the senior class of the
looming reality that we will soon be in
the same position as these alumni, wishing that college life had never come to
an end.
This sentiment was a repeated
pattern among returning grads, who
emphasized that we were lucky to be
enjoying what would be the best times
of our lives. Is the real world out there
that depressing?
I'd like to think it's just that our
world here is that good.
Whatever the case, this reminds
us that these are our glory days, so live
it up and enjoy it before we are those
returning alumni knocking on our former beach houses demanding to use the
bathroom because after all, hey, we used
to live here.

Editor: Marie Montgomery
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Happening
Movies & TV
"The Ghost of Abu Ghraib"
with a discussion about the Iraq
War sponsored by the College
Democrats will be Wed., Oct.
17 at 8 p.m. in the library
multimedia room.
The Irish film series continues
with "The Wind that Shakes
the Barely" Thurs., Oct. 18 at
7 p.m. in the library multimedia
room.
"30 Days of Night" opens
nationwide this Fri., Oct. 19.
Joaquin Phoenix's "Reservation
Road" opens nationwide this
Fri., Oct. 19.

Concerts 8c
Performances
Dispatch's Pete Francis will be
at Acoustic Cafe Thurs., Oct. 18
at 9 p.m. The show is all ages
and tickets are $12.
Battle of the Bands will be at
the Levee Fri., Oct. 19 at 9 p.m.
Once Removed will be at Ray
Kelly's Fri., Oct. 19 at 10 p.m.
The Turtle Island Quartet
will perform "A Love Supreme:
Tribute to John Coltrane" at the
Quick Center Fri., Oct. 19 at 8
p.m. A discussion will be held
from 7-7:40 p.m. before the
show. Tickets start at $30. See
article on p. 12.
Cracked Ice, who played with
the Rolling Stones, will have
a CD release party at Fairfield
Theatre Company Fri. Oct. 19 at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $22.
Comedian Eric O'Shea will
perform Sat., Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.
at the Quick Center. Tickets
are $10 for adults and $5 for
students. See article on right.

Photo Illustration by Marie Montgomery

Say adios to heroines: Low box office sales may mean the end of women stars in feature films.
BY

ALLIE RTTACCO

A rumor was released to
the public recently by means of
"Deadline Hollywood," a blog
written by LA Weekly's columnist Nikki Finke. The blog reported that not just one, but three
producers have confirmed that
Warner Bros. President of Production Jeff Robinov has made

a statement that the company
will stop making movies with
women in leading roles.
In true Hollywood fashion,
Robinov denies making such
statements.
Finke's article quotes Robinov: "I never said it. I don't
believe that you shouldn't put
women as the leads in movies.
It's not a philosophy I hold."

Comic Eric O'Shea
makes Elmo raunchy
BY LILY NORTON

Every year for Parents'
Weekend* our campus is blessed
with the resence
of a comedian.
This year, Connecticut native Eric
O'Shea will grace our grounds.
He will play at the Quick Center
this Saturday night.
"I went to Fairfield Prep,
I was one of the nerds in the
blazers and ties. To make matters worse, I was a 14-year-old
chubby freshman with no facial
hair ...that makes things even
better," O'Shea said.
O'Shea is a very experienced

Preview

P

Bouncing Souls will be at
Toad's Place Sat., Oct. 20 at 6
p.m. The show is all ages, and
tickets are $15.

Miscellaneous
Alex and Colie from "The Real
World: Denver" will be at the
Quick Center Wed., Oct 17 at 8
p.m. See article on left.
Contributed Photo

Send in your What's Happening
Tickle me Eric: Famous for his
events to mirror.entertainment@ Elmo routine, O'Shea will perform during Parents' Weekend.
gmail.com.

comedian, especially in terms of
college student audiences.
"I've been doing this for
about 13 years, been playing to
colleges for 11. I absolutely love
it," he said. "I average about 75
to 80 schools a year, which is
quite a lot."
Many know O'Shea from his
YouTube videos. In particular, one
where he does an extremely impressive impersonation of Elmo.
"I have 2 million hits on
YouTube and break.com," he
said.
This YouTube fame has paid
off for O'Shea in many ways.
"Steven Spielberg saw it
and he flew me for a screen test
for him in July. That was very
exciting," he said
O'Shea is always excited to
come back to Fairfield.
"I played Fairfield about a
year ago and just loved it. Just
loved it, had a great time," he
said. "We will have a great time
with the moms and dads."
O'Shea said Jerry Seinfeld,
Paul Riser, George Carlin and
Bill Cosby were his comedy
influences.
"I started to develop a little
style of my own," he said. "That's
what happens as you keep going
forward in this business. You develop your own little niche."

The decision seems to be in
response to the failed openings
of "The Invasion" and "The
Brave One," starring Nicole
Kidman and Jodie Foster respectively.
According to boxofficemojo.com, "The Invasion" opened
on Aug. 17 and grossed just under $6 million for the opening
weekend.

Compared to Sony's "Super
Bad," which has two male leads
and grossed $33 million for the
weekend, "The Invasion" is
considered a failure.
While Warner Bros, gives
the impression that these movies were unsuccessful because
women were cast as leading
SEE "LOW" ON P.
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Get 'real' with Colie
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

There is a lot we can learn from the cast members of the hit show
"The Real World." They are individuals who dealt with the common issues
Ptv*vi<*w °^ drinking an(* sex- The only
difference between ordinary 20something-year-olds and the cast of the MTV
show is that their experiences were broadcasted
to 2 million viewers.
This Wednesday, Colie Edison and Alex
Smith from "The Real World: Denver" will be
at the Quick Center giving inside information
about reality television and tips for managing
college life. The Mirror spoke to Colie about the
show and life after Hurricane Katrina.
The Mirror: How did you get into the

Contributed Photo

"Real„ World?"
%Kf£?S*speak
^ J
,. „,.
. .
The
TV star will
Cone Edison: IT was cast when I was evacu- with
... co-star
„t„. Smith
o„:«T»*
at
ated from New Orleans during Katrina and went tne QU^ Center this
to Boston University for the semester. I was Wednesday about alcostanding outside a bar, and I saw these people hoi and date rape,
on line. I thought they were applying to work at
the bar, but they were actually applying to go on the "Real World."
TM: What was it like being at Tulane during Katrina?
CE: I think it touched all of our lives. Obviously, it changed my life
dramatically. It was important that I graduated and went back down to
New Orleans after the storm.
TM: What's your fondest memory from the Real World?
CE: I loved the whole experience. My greatest memory was going
to Thailand with all my roommates. Thailand is an amazing place and a
beautiful country. Everyone should get a chance to go see it even though
it's expensive to get there.
TM: What brings you to Fairfield?
CE: We're just giving a speech about behind the scenes, trivia stuff
from "The Real World," but we also touch on important topics affecting
college campuses nationwide, including sexual promiscuity and safe,
smart partying.
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Music mavericks Turtle Island Quartet revolutionize jazz
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

defined role: the drummer is
not the pianist and the pianist is
When you think of jazz, the violin,
not the drummer," said Summer.
viola or cello probably won't come to
"[But] in our group, pretty much
mind. But the Turtle Island Quartet is
all the roles are passed around.
out to change the way
Even the viola plays some basePreview you think about jazz.
line and the cello plays some
The group, which won a Grammy for
melodies and some solos."
Best Classical Crossover Album in 2006,
The Quartet is not merely
plays jazz as a traditional string quartet.
an imitation of the original
The group will bring its hybrid sound to
pieces. It not only brings a softer
the Quick Center this Friday.
feel to the music but also gives it
Mark Summer, the group's cello
a subtle, yet strong, power.
player, said, "We are trying to have our
Summer said he hopes
cake and eat it too. We are trying to take
that their music will "give you
advantage of this 300-year history of the
insights into the original piece
string quartet as well as the fact that we
and make you want to hear the
all love to improvise."
original piece."
All the members of the Quartet have
For most, this has been the
backgrounds in classical music but said
most powerful thing for the
they always felt a pull to do something
group: the ability to bring jazz
new and different.
to people who might never have
Summer was trained at the Clevelistened to it.
land Institute of Music and joined a
"I've seen older audience
symphony only to find it unsatisfying.
members who would never
"After working in the orchestra for
listen to John Coltrane, say, T
Changing the way you listen to jazz: The Turtle Island Quartet will perform "A Love Supreme: A
can't believe I liked it but I liked
three years, I realized I just wasn't cut
Tribute to John Coltrane" this Friday in the Quick Center.
out to be in an orchestra. It wasn't for
it.' That's really the power of our
but also because he was a maverick always tional string quartet format may seem like
group: bringing this music to
me," he said. "It is kind of the story of a
lot of members of this group: classically exploring new territories in jazz.
a big leap, but the Quartet has maneuvered people who would never listen to jazz,"
trained but wanting to be mavericks, want"John Coltrane was kind of a restless around the obvious barriers of sound and he said.
soul, always wanting to push the boundar- improvisational elements.
For some listeners, this may be the
ing to do something different."
"The thing is about our quartet, we first time they have heard Coltrane.
The Quartet will be performing "A ies of what jazz is, what he can do on the
"That's an interesting moment; to
Love Supreme: A Tribute to John Col- instrument; he would pay these 45-minute figured out how to imitate the sounds of
trane," a show based off the group's most solos," said Summer.
all the instruments in a jazz combo," said realize that people are going to hear this
recent album, "A Love Supreme." The
Coltrane is not unlike the Quartet: Summer.
music for the first time and it is going to
album features John Coltrane's four-part both are individualists pushing the boundSwitching the music to jazz quartet be on string quartet, not the original instrusuite, "A Love Supreme."
aries of music. What Coltrane did for jazz, also adds a new element: ability for each mentation and the original composer. You
For the Quartet, playing Coltrane is the Quartet is doing for string quartets.
instrument to trade off parts.
have a certain responsibility to present it
important not only because he is a legend,
Transferring the jazz music to tradi"In a [jazz] combo everybody has a well. It's a real honor," said Summer.

Motherland' an extraordinary journey
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Two chairs, one bench and an extraordinary
story is all it took for Paul Rajeckas to win over auat the Quick CenTheater Review diences
ter this past weekend.
Rajeckas's "Notes to the Motherland" is a
complex narrative about family, legacy and humanity. In this one-man show, Rajeckas chronicles his
childhood as a first-generation Lithuanian immigrant, then explores his family's history.
Rajeckas portrays every member of his family, from his father to his grandmother. Although
to play the women in his family Rajeckas changes
into women's clothing, it almost seems unnecessary because his mannerisms and vocal abilities
outweigh any costume. The key to "Motherland"
is something so many modem productions often
forget: imagination. With just the application of a
dress or the noise of ticking clock, an emotion can
be evoked. It is with this organic simplicity that
"Motherland" transports audiences back to a time
when storytelling outweighed any theatrics.
Rajeckas, playing himself at all stages of life,
journeys back and forth from childhood to adulthood as if no time had elapsed. Recalling both the
good memories of baking with his grandmother and
the bad memories of his parents fighting, Rajeckas
shows that memories are ageless.
Emotionally, there are certain things that you
never move past. For Rajeckas, it was the discovery on a trip to Lithuania that his mother had collaborated with the Nazis. The rest of the play, and,
arguably the rest
of Rajeckas's real
life, have become
understanding
how this could
happen.
How is it
that this woman,
whom he knew
and loved, could
have committed
Lorraine Lampe/ The I
such an act?
A journey back to childhood: Rajeckas reinacting a
Although
memory.
the answer to this

Contributed Photo

A funny memory: Rajeckas relived his journey to discover the truth about his mother in
"Notes to the Motherland" this past weekend
at the Quick Center.

jg 3E ^^ jiy
question will never be known because Rajeckas's
mother is deceased, it is the journey that propels
"Motherland." It is not just a story about Rajeckas's
family, but one of humanity and what sometimes
makes us able to commit such acts of inhumanity.
Even more important is that "Motherland"
asks, What makes someone risk their life for humanity? Even though Rajeckas's mother worked
with the Nazis, his grandmother worked against
them, risking her own life. It is in the opposition
of these characters that we see the true doubleedged sword that is human nature: good and evil
personified.
With the gift of hindsight, it is easy for us to
write off acts of evil by humanity as by-products of
the war and culture of the time. "Motherland" forces audiences to look at both sides of the story.
As for Rajeckas, this story is not just one of
humanity, but one of the legacy of his family nearly
bringing him to tears. A legacy that is a long, mysterious road with no end in sight, it is with this same
desire for catharsis that Rajeckas will continue to
perform "Motherland" around the country.
Putting the question of humanity's stark moral
choices to audiences, which side of the sword
would you choose?

Eat it up: Jimmy Adkins and company return to the CD shelf with "Chase
This Light."

Jimmy Eat World
finds the'Light'
BY JP PORRETTA
Back before screaming vocals and
eyeliner became definitive trademarks
Music Review for theemo senre'
members of Jimmy Eat World were kings of the scene.
Any avid fan of the indie rock circuit
recognized the band's 1999 album,
"Clarity," as a truly incredible CD.
Eight years and two albums later,
Jimmy Eat World proves once again
how talented the group is, with its new
album "Chase This Light."
"Light," the band's sixth studio
album, is the follow-up to the 2004
album, "Futures." "Light" is a solid
comeback for the Arizona quartet,
giving listeners 11 of their best tracks
in a long time.
The album kicks off with "Big
Casino," which is also the first single.
The song is a heavy but catchy song
that draws you in within the first few

""^^^ "^^K "*^^w "*^^^ ^^^

notes, and makes you hit the repeat button as soon as it ends. Another keeper
on the album is the song "Here it Goes,"
an extremely catchy song that can be
categorized with former top 10 hits
"The Middle" and "Sweetness."
Fans of Jimmy Eat World's slower,
softer songs might be a little disappointed with this heavier work, but
will still find enjoyment in some tracks
such as "Gotta Be Somebody's Blue"
and "Dizzy."
I never expect anything short of
amazing from Jimmy Eat World, and
the group's new album certainly does
not disappoint. Those who were not
big fans of the band's previous "softer"
album will be pleased with its return to
an original sound, and if you're a longterm Jimmy Eat World fan, prepare to
play this album so much that it will
melt in your player.
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Don't hum this Blunt

Hot and steamy: Eva Mendes shines as Phoenix's on-screen girlfriend in "We Own the Night."

Contributed Photo

Falling flat: James Blunt's "All the Lost Souls" disapoints true music fans but
proves to be radio-friendly.
BY JAMIE FLORES
""^^ -^p9 -HjP> Sqpi ~"^fi
choice but to risk it all to protect his family from
the Russian
James Blunt puts down his guitar we'll come back/As someone else.
drug dealers,
and picks up the piano - well, figu- Who's better than yourself."
rativel
who have made
Lyrics such as these make it seem
Music Review new
y - in his
it their business to take out any cops who might
album, All as if his life became horrible after
be in their way.
the Lost Souls."
going multi-platinum with "Back to
In a movie with many stars, Phoenix's perBlunt's album peaked at No. 7 on Bedlam."
formance doesn't stand out. Aside from a few the Billboard 200. "Lost Souls" echoes
After listening to the album a few
incredibly tense scenes, he spends nearly all of his experiences in the Hollywood sleaze times through, only a few songs really
the movie in a seeming stupor and seems not to throughout the whole album with songs stuck out. The songs " 1973," "Give Me
be keeping up with his character who is described such as "I Can't Hear the Music" and Some Love" and "Shine on" are the
as the life of the party.
through lyrics including, "You sold only true keepers.
This doesn't diminish "Night" as a whole, your soul for a leading role, so wear
I purchased the album hoping that
as both Duvall and Wahlberg give stunning it for a while." This is also expressed there would be more maturity, more
performances as good cop and bad cop, respec- through the track "Annie" and the first substance sprinkled with a bit of edge,
tively. Mendes has a standout performance as single from the album, "1973."
as is expected in sophomore albums.
the devoted girlfriend of Green (Phoenix) as she
A few tracks into "Lost Souls," it But no such thing happened.
shines in her role, making audiences feel her pain becomes pretty clear that Blunt is no
This album is as radio-friendly
at every turn.
longer singing for the pre-pubescent as they come, but there's nothing that
The movie, overall, was excellent, with a fair girls. In the song "Give Me Some Love" hasn't been said or done before. For
share of scenes that will have you sitting at the he whines about his own success.
those of you who just want to hear the
edge of your seat. The story was fantastic, with
"I've taken a ship load of drugs. I'm same old James Blunt, but with a little
twists and turns that no one saw coming. The dia- so tired of never fixing the pain.Valium less falsetto and a little more piano, this
logue fully fleshed out thecharacters and made the said to me, I'll take you seriously. And album is for you.
audience sympathesize. with them. The
only downside is that the story took a
long time to develop, requiring patience
and thought, something that not many
thrillers these days require.

Take this 'Night' out
BY ALEX CONROY

It's one of the oldest stories on Earth, that of
the prodigal son. A wealthy man has two sons:
who submits to his faMovie Review one
ther's will and does everything
right, and the other who parties and lets loose. But
when the rebel son comes back after everything
falls apart, his father still loves him, much to the
chagrin of the first son. Throw in AK-47's, cocaine, Russians, cops and '80s dancing, and what
you've got is "We Own The Night," a riveting flick
about one family caught up in the battle between
cops and drug dealers on the streets of New York
City in 1988.
Bobby Green (Joaquin Phoenix) is the prodigal son in a family of cops, going so far to distance
himself from them as to change his last name.
His father, Burt Grusinsky (Robert Duvall), is the
chief of police, and his brother, Joseph Grusinsky
(Mark Wahlberg), is a captain heading up a unit
to battle the ever-growing threat of drugs on the
streets. Still, Green is comfortable running his
nightclub, El Caribe, rubbing elbows with drug
dealers and snorting blow with his PuertaRican.
princess, Amada Juarez (Eva Mendes).
But when his brother, Joseph, is shot on the
street after an unsuccessful raid on El Caribe,
Green's family is thrust into danger. Green has no
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Low turnout for female stars
CONTINUED FROM P. 11
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Good-bye to Hollywood starlets?:
Low box offices sales may mean fewer
leading roles for stars such as CatherineZeta Jones.

roles, moviegoers everywhere disagree.
Gloria Allred, a well-known women's
rights attorney, said in a statement, "It is
truly unfortunate that women get blamed
for decisions which are made by men.
"Instead of taking responsibility for
their own lack of judgment about which
scripts to make, directors to hire and
budgets to OK, some men in the movie
industry find it easier to place blame for
their lack of success on women leads
and to exclude talented female actors
from the top employment opportunities
in Hollywood in favor of macho males,"
said Allred.
Other viewers agreed with Allred.
They also thought that "The Brave One"
was not well-cast and Jodie Foster's weak

performance was because she was not
right for the part.
Stefan Milan '10 said, "I think Jodie
Foster is a good actress, and that movie
was not one of her best works."
Asked about women in the movie
business, Milan and fellow sophomores
Tim McElroy and Andrew Cohen all said
women bring a sex appeal to movies that
makes them intriguing to watch.
However, they said they are also interested in high-quality acting and good
scripts.
They noted that "Entrapment" (Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation)
starring Catherine Zeta-Jones as not only
a movie featuring a beautiful woman but
as having a great storyline and fabulous
acting.
The male students mentioned other
movies that featured sexy women that did
not have such great plots or acting such as
"Anaconda" (Columbia Pictures Corporation and New Line Cinema Corporation)
and "Enough "(Columbia Pictures Corporation), both featuring Jennifer Lopez.
Among the public, the general feeling
about women in movies is positive.
Sophomore Karen Migliori said,
"Movies without leading women would
probably be pretty boring."
If Warner Bros, plans to oust women
from their leading roles in upcoming
movies, the loss would be a great one
and the public's response would be one
of conviction.
"If that studio confirms that their
policy is to now exclude women as leads,
then my policy would be to boycott films
made by Warner Bros.," said Allred.

at DHMC... iWI
Every New Graduate nurse hired
between now and
September 1, 2008 receives an iPod
touch.

Academic Medical Center
Student loan forgiveness
of up to $10,000
Graduate Nurse Residency Program

life works here.
DARTMCHJTH-HITCHCOCK MEDICAL CENTER
Lebanon New Hampshire

www.newgradnursing.com
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Fall into it: Festive autumn activities
BY TRACT DANTONI

i) S'mores in the Quad
Is that an orange leaf? You may still be
hovering in front of your oscillating fan, but the
gut-wrenchingly hot temperatures are slowly but
surely beginning to give way to J. Crew sweaters, apple cider and classic Halloween bashes in
the Oak Room. Ah, fall.
Although bobbing for apples and doling out
goodie bags chock full of fun-size Snickers bars
may be a thing of the past, who's to say you can't
still have some good, clean fall fun?
On campus or off, there are plenty of
things to do to get into the fall spirit, other
than stuffing both cheeks with candy corn.
Put that pumpkin spice latte down immediately
(don't worry, it'll still be there later). We may
not be 5-year-olds anymore, but fall can still be
a good time with the use of a little creativity
and inventive thinking.
Read on for the essential ways to catch
the fall spirit.

Fall is not really fall until you have a
s'more. Don't hesitate to take advantage
of the grills in the Quad. Pick up some
skewers and gather around the warm fire
to toast the marshmallows. If you're
feeling slightly less adventurous,
microwaves are a perfectly acceptable alternative. Just assemble and
heat. Consider making some hot cocoa and then spreading out a blanket
underneath the stars to devour your treat.
Bundle up and head outside at dusk to
catch a gorgeous fall sunset.

±

2) Go apple picking

There are plenty of orchards in
the area, so add apple or pumpkin
picking to your to-do list. If you
opt for pumpkins, host a pumpkin
carving contest with your friends.
Painting is another option.
If you're thinking more
along the lines of apples, be sure to
pick up a variety of juicy Mclntosh,
Granny Smith, Macoun and New
England Red Delicious. Have a taste
test to see which type you like best,
then cut up the apples and add
oatmeal, cinnamon and sugar
to create your own apple crisp.
Put it right in your microwave
or oven. It's the perfect way to
really appreciate the fall when
you're stuck inside studying for
economics.
Where to go: Blue Jay Orchards
in Bethel, Conn., for apples, pumpContributed Photo
kins, apple cider and hay rides; Jones
Take your pick: Students pick their own
Family Farms in Shelton, Conn., for
apples at a nearby orchard.

There's no place like home:
BY SARA QUIGLEY

Last Friday kicked off Fairfield's 2007 Homecoming Weekend,
which marked the first time back for
many alumni and just one of numerous returns for others.
The weekend's events attracted
about 400 alumni, nearly matching
last year's attendance, according to
Colleen McGinn, assistant director
of alumni relations.
"Homecoming Weekend is a
great opportunity for alumni to come
back to campus and reminisce with
old classmates and meet students
from other classes," she said.
A number of events were
planned for alumni and students
alike, but for most alumni, the
experience was all about catching
up with old friends and reliving the

......

glory days.
For Steve Winkel '01, returning to campus for Homecoming
Weekend is an annual event he
shares with a group of friends from
his graduating class. Each year
since graduation, his close group
of friends has gathered in time for
lunch, leaving the rest of the day to
catch up.
"For me it's really just about
coming back to see friends," said
Winkle, who worked on campus
as a graduate assistant after graduation. "Having Mike's Pizza is a
plus, too."
The Levee was where many
alumni spent the early afternoon at
"Stagtoberfest," where registered
alumni received a Fairfield beer
stein and could listen to live music
by band Talking to Walls as well as
from Mike Falzone *06.
Many of the more recent
graduates discussed plans for their
return to the Seagrape over pizza
and turnovers.
Chris Gradel "06 and his
friends returned this year for their
second Homecoming Weekend.
They planned to spend the better
part of their time at the Seagrape
and around the beach houses.
"I find that the kids take
good care of the alumni," he said,

pumpkins; Silverman's Farm in
Easton, Conn., for pumpkins,
apples and tractor-pulled hay
rides.

3) See a live band
Fall is a great time to catch your
favorite artist performing live or
to discover a few new ones. If you
haven't already, head to Web sites
such as ticketmaster.com or stubhub.
com to see what tickets are still
up for grabs. If you don't have
access to a car or don't want to
make the drive, check out local
events. The Cosmic Jibaros, a
Latin rock band, will be performing Oct. 27 at the Acoustic Cafe's
Halloween Party. Admission is $7; the
cafe is located at 2926 Fairfield Ave.
in Bridgeport. You also might want
to check out the Dennis Dunaway
Project's Halloween extravaganza.
The rock band will perform with
metal group Alice in Chains at
the Fairfield Theatre Company
(70 Sanford St., in Fairfield);
admission is $22. You can wear
your costume to this one!

4) Throw a Halloween
fiesta
Turn your townhouse, beach
house or dorm room into a haunted
house. Head to a Halloween store such
as Spirit Halloween Superstores
in the Trumbull Mall and pick up
some masks, garland and spooky
decorations for your living space.
Buy a cauldron and mix up some
punch. Use iTunes to create a

Contributed Photo

Fall's freshest: Get some fresh air, and
stock up on some delicious native apples.
spooky playlist and then urge your guests
to dress up. If you want to make the mood
extremely festive, don't let anyone in the
door who's not donning a costume. Stock up
on candy and have plenty of snacks, perhaps
even candy apples, on hand for guests.

5) Bake fall cookies
Homemade cookies are perfect on those
nights when you know you'll need something
more than a cup of Barone coffee to stay
awake. Use the wonders of Google to find a
delicious recipe and then head over to Stop &
Shop to purchase the ingredients. If you lack
Martha Stewart-esque qualities, head to the
refrigerated section and pick up a package or
two of slice and bake cookies.
Many brands sell fall- or Halloweenthemed cookies. Head back to the lounge or
kitchen, pop them in the oven and voila! 'Tis
the season for cookies adorned with leaves
and smiling jack-o-lanterns.

Students relive the Fairfield dream
during Homecoming Weekend

adding that he hoped to see a party
thrown in his honor at his former
beach residence.
Gradel's friend Kyle Mascarenhas '06 agreed enthusiastically
returning for his second Homecoming Weekend,
"It's really good to see all the
old faces again," said Mascarenhas.
"After that last Sunday night, everyone goes their separate ways."
Thomas Pellegrino, dean of
students and a graduate of the class
of 1990, said he has also used this
weekend in the past to gather with
close friends and their families.
Pellegrino said he appreciates the tradition of Homecoming
Weekend and notes the University's
"desire to draw stronger linkages between all of our students, both current, past, and even prospective."
"Alumni represent a viable
resource for mentoring current students and for contributing back to
the living history of this relatively
young institution," he said.
McGinn said she hoped that
by orienting this year's activities
toward current students as well as
past, they would "mix and mingle"
with one another.
Most of the mingling between
current and past students occurred
on or around the beach, where many

of the more recent alumni shared
the same sentimentality as Gradel's
group.
Between visits to the beach
houses they or their friends once
lived in, they offered advice to this
year's seniors regarding ways to
relish their final year before entering
the "real world."
Anthony Catania '07 encouraged seniors to go out every chance
they get.
"Whenever you complain that
you're 'too tired' to go out, think
of how tired you'll really be when
you're actually working," he said.
"Live it up now. You won't have the
opportunity or time to go out with
these people next year."
Jason Cronk '07, who was almost as thankful for the weekend's
good weather as he was for the new
video game at the Grape, encouraged everyone to get job applications and interviews out of the way
early, in order to be as stress-free as
possible during senior week, which
he described as "the best week of
college."
Other weekend attractions
included Midnight Madness, a 5K
for Breast Cancer, the Fourth Annual Dodge 'Til You Drop Dodgeball Tournament, regular season
and alumni sports games and the

Athletic Hall of Fame Induction
Ceremony.
Bridget (Cleary) Hayes '97,
a former member of the women's
basketball team, spent Saturday
scanning the campus, eating Mike's
Pizza at the Levee and attending
the Athletic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony. This weekend
marked her first visit to campus
since 2001.
Many students said that since
the town of Fairfield was their
home for four, years, they wanted
to return to some of their favorite
local spots.
Carla Pasquale '06, who began her stay in Fairfield on Friday,
said she could not leave on Sunday
without going to all of her former
favorite locations, including Athena
Diner, Bravo, the Grape and Chef's
Table. By Sunday, she said, she felt
like she had never left in the first
place.
Cronk agreed: "I felt right back
at home. It's weird to have to go
back to the real world Sunday and
not back to a beach house."
Alumni Weekend is scheduled
for an undetermined date during
spring semester to once again lure
alumni to take a vacation from real
life and return back to their alma
mater.
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Students enjoy 'old-fashioned fun' at New England Day
around 800 students did stop by the event
to grab some free food and fun, according
to IRHA's programming director, Ashlee
The sun peeks out from behind fluffy Downing '08.
white clouds as the clock strikes three and
As a result, IRHA was forced to rethe annual New England Day festivities place its usual three inflatable games with
begin. But wait, why are the yellow- one, the inflatable bungee run.
"If the winds are over
30 miles per hour, we can't
have any inflatables at all,"
said Papazicos.
IRHA replaced the lost
inflatables with two lastminute booths that featured
a henna tattoo artist and
a create-your-own photo
magnet.
This year, IRHA also
introduced a revitalized
menu of barbecue dishes,
in addition to the standard
ones of previous years, prepared in the BCC cafeteria
by Sodexho. The list of
options included sausage
links with pepper and onions, barbecue pulled pork,
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
tricolor tortellini salad and
Outside in: Students enjoy New England Day activities
apple cider.
despite the festival being moved indoors.
"Everyone gets sick of
burgers and hot dogs," said
orange leaves the only moving objects in Downing, who helped lead the initiative
the Quad?
to bring new and more varied options to
For the first time ever, IRHA's New students.
England Day carnival took place in the
The New England Day carnival comes
lower level of the Barone Campus Center as the culmination of Community Pride
last Friday afternoon. IRHA president Week, also sponsored by IRHA.
Christine Papazicos '09 said the decision
Events such as penny wars, color wars
was made at 3 p.m. on Thursday in order and a scavenger hunt helped to improve
to avoid the chance of inclement weather anticipation for Friday's event.
and a muddy Quad.
Each Residence Community Council
Although the rain never poured, (RCC) hosted its own booth, manned by
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

the IRHA members from that area.
way to escape from academic pressures.
The two biggest hits of the day were
"Especially around midterms, everythe townhouses' decorate-your-own candy one wants to unwind with some good,
apple table and Dolan Hall's decorate- old-fashioned inflatable fun," he said.
your-own mini pumpkin station.The booth
Daly said his favorite activity was the
was so popular that it was out of pumpkins inflatable bungee run, which he described
by 5 p.m., according to Downing.
as a "challenge of physical strength and
Students at the apartment village mental ability."
booth competed in a contest to see who
However, not everyone was as satiscould eat a donut hanging from a string fied with Friday's event.
in the fastest time. Winners
were treated to a $25 gift
card for Dunkin' Donuts.
At the Loyola booth,
students could sign up for a
pie-eating contest, with the
winner receiving a prize of
15 StagBucks.
Two-year reigning
champion of the pie-eating
contest, Amandra Klecker
'09, took her third title on
Friday by wolfing down a
small cherry pie in front of
her competitors.
"I warmed up for the
race," she said. "I was eating periodically throughout
the day to keep my stomach
stretched."
Although she preferred
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
last year's competition, Home stretch : The inflatable bungee run was a main atwhen she had to eat an traction at last Friday's New England Day.
entire apple pie, Klecker
said she was pleased with the win. She
Kristen Wingate '10 felt that last
also offered some words her competitors year's New England Day was better than
for next year.
the one held this year.
"Second place is the first to lose,"
She said that IRHA had more activishe said.
ties to partcipate in last year, although the
John Daly '08, current FUSA vice reason for more booths in the past may
president, returned to New England Day have been because the event is usually
for his fourth year. He cited the events as a held outside.
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HE said / SHE said

Jackie Mautone

Oh, the battle of the sexes
I'll be the first to say that I'm not
perfect, but who are we kidding,
you aren't either, so let's get right
to the judging.
Girls here at Fairfield are all virtually of the same mold, but they generally come from three different areas.
There are two types of girls from
Long Island. The first are the guidettes
who use more hairspray than John
Travolta dressed as a woman. I
mean if you dig beefy muscles and
peanuts then my noodle arms and
macadamias aren't for you
Without buying you jager
bombs, no one else has a
shot.
The second are the
girls that have been
spoon fed their entire lives
because their daddy owns
the world. These little princesses grew
up with millions of dolls and no friends,
and now they won't stop talking. But
don't worry, I know a guy from Atlanta
who might be able to lend me a few
muzzles. After those are on tight, I'd
like to take a brick from each of their
castles and throw them at their faces.
Girls from the state of Massachusetts (America's red-headed stepchild)
might be the worst. I have a soft spot
for chicks who rock baseball hats, but

the pink Red Sox hats have got to go.
No other demographic thinks they know
a lot but know less about their own
team than female Red Sox fans.
While the Red Sox do score a lot
of runs, it still doesn't compare to the
amount of times guys have rounded the
bases with girls from New Jersey.
Considering the amount of
times they've gotten pumped,
you'd think they'd know how to
fill up their own gas tanks.
Jersey girls think they are
God's gift to the earth
because they live "down
the shore." But when
you aren't laying out
in America's dumpster, you go right to
the tanning booth because you think guys
are attracted to the color orange.
Girls, if any of you wear Uggs this
year, you are going to get a swift kick
in the shins. And don't get mad, isn't
feminism about being equal to men?
Also, what is the deal with the oversized sunglasses? Perhaps you should
wear them 24 hours a day because the
sun never sets on a badass, right?
That's the worst AIM profile quote
of all time. Get your bad ass to the
RecPlex. It's open until 11.

When I showed up to Admitted
Students Day pre-freshman
year, I took one look around
and thought, "Wow, I've never seen
so many attractive people in my entire
life." My mother had my future husband
picked out before I unpacked my bed
risers. This marked the beginning of,
what I thought would be, a very exciting, boy-filled, college experience.
Fast-forward to today and reality
has set in: Here I am, boyfriendless, in a house full of coupled-up
girlfriends. But you know what? I
don't hate it. I refuse to settle ^
for the guy with the Mommy
Issues (Read some Freud,
Oedipus-man, you're a
psychologist's dream), the
Sports-Are-My-Life guy (I'm
sorry, my fantasy has nothing
to do with your football team), or the
guido I saw pulling out of Beach Bum
Tanning who uses way too much product
in his blowout and has more perfectly
shaped eyebrows than I do (Tom, Tyson
and Marc, relax, I'm not talking about
you ... ).
Boys, get a clue — you go to school
at one of Playboy's Top 10 "Colleges With
the Best-Looking Women." We're also
intelligent, funny and an all-around great
time, if I do say so myself.

I understand that you have more
important things to think about (i.e.
Yankees/Red Sox, Busch Light, etc.),
but were your conversational skills lost
during adolescence? After three years at
this school, the female population learns
to be grateful for anything that spans
beyond "Hey, the keg is in the corner."
Extra points if you offer to fill our cup
for us.
We're living the Fairfield
fairytale, but is chivalry really
dead? Trust Fund Boys will brag
I about their new car all night
\ (while we, half-listening,
P^Mk attempt to steer the con^tfjk versation away from
W their "baby") and then
Of ^W not even offer to drive
jjWffr
us home in it. Even worse
■ «*a~ than this breed are the SheMales — those high maintenance guys
who are prettier than we are, TiVo Oprah,
and sleep with the South Beach Diet book
on their night table. Is the other end
of the spectrum really better though?
Those guys don't believe in deodorant or
changing their sheets — ever — and think
that licking a spoon clean is washing it.
If you have to subject yourself to any
member of the male population at Fairfield,
your best bet is a "Yah, Dude." At least
they're always color-coordinated.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

UPGRADE

YOUR GEAR
UP TO

——

20% OFF

Everything in the store

SALE October 18-21
Eastern Mountain Sports will donate 1% of the proceeds of this sale to
The Conservation Alliance and the Access Fund. For more information
about these organizations, please .visit www.conservationalliance.com
and www.accessfund.org.

The Conservation
Alliance

^SFUND

conservationalliance.com

*% off regular retail. Not valid on Merrell*. Patagonia*, or UGG* footwear; repurchase of returned
merchandise; gift cards; or rentals. Cannot be combined with other offers or coupons. Valid on in-stock
merchandise only. Other restrictions may apply. See www.ems.com/offers or visit store for details.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN'SPORTS
www.ems.com
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The Price is Right!

DOWN
1. type of bird
2. location to hold a concert
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3. returns to the beginning
4. verbally assault (slang, 2 wds.)
5. owned by both of us
6. action form of 56 down
7. devoted
8. popular game on the show
9. famous magician/psychic Gellar
10. metric measurement for fluids
11. a continent or an 80s music group
12. give away information on
someone
13. chances
17. money in Ghana
21. allow
24. model Campbell
26. were, currently
28. car locales, sometimes
30. rate
31. took a flight

"

32.
33.
34.
36.
39.
40.
43.
45.
47.
49.
51.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
59.
62.
64.

necklace item, perhaps
synonym for 10 Down
pick yourself up by it
leg hinges
popular game on the show
famous caverns
head cover
you've earned it!
not his
fete
block temporarily
lean flesh of a fish
famous woman tennis player
watery fluid of the blood
small biting fly
spy who plays for both teams
had on, as clothing
anger
game on the show, Spelling

PUZZLE #1 -EASY
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Beach Bum Tanning

FAIRFIELD
1330 Post Road

Open 7 days a week • 9 am 'til midnight
TANNING SUNDAYS
RECEIVE A FREE TAN
WHEN YOU REFER A FRIEND.
See store for details.

COMING SOON!
AIRBRUSH TANNING & AIRBRUSH TATTOOS!

FAIRFIELD STAG
CARDS ACCEPTED

9
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1

(203) 292-6888
See store for details.
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PUZZLE #4 -BRAIN FREEZE
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PUZZLE #3 -HARD

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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by Joshua O'Connell
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1. hearing aid
4. work hard
8. French composer
13. a human-eating giant in folklore
14. Italian currency, today
15. famous Spring, perhaps
16. the new host
18. hairlike projection from a cell
19. one who doesn't allow it
20. discount at a store
22. Singular version of 19 Across
23. theater back-up
25. follows the law
27. money, in some countries
29. tax type
ii. bounces in the water
"35. stole
37. it can be heavy
38. feeling of pride
39. novel type
41. poetic before
42. Hawaiian hello
44. suggestion
4b. created with a pencil
46. remove a train car, possibly
48. twill fabric
50. horse
52. date separators
56. where time starts (abbrev.)
58. got bigger
60. separate threads
61. water wheel with buckets
63. the previous host
65. morning wake-up call
66. math calculation
67. Oscar Wilde play
68. shelter in a previous era
69. musical instrument category
70. New York time, in the winter

The

COFFEE BREAK

1 888 SUN TANN
beachbumtanning.com

1
3
Week of
10/15/07

COFFEE BREAK
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What do you think about a

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Fairfield alum running

by Anastasia Alimaras

for U. S. president?
(See future issue for the news story.)
I think that's really awesome
for thent and it makes us very
proud to be students at FU.

Yea, it's cool; Fd vote for them,
just because they'refrom FU.

~losieKnowles'10&
Joanna Cuevas '09

—Diana Genovese ' 11,
Stephanie Iannuzzo ' 11 &
Antoinette Basso ' 11

-UI think that'd be really cool
because FU is a small school,
and it shows how far the
alumni can be stretched.

It would be awesome,
because maybe I could
be president too.

/ highly doubt it.
-Bobby Hailer '08

-Michelle Donaghey M1
wn ^ffi

-Mark Keith'11
%■

Since graduating in 2006,1 have had the opportunity to befriends with many Fairfield graduates,
and to be honest, I do notfeel comfortable with
any of them running this country or doing anything importantfor that matter.

As long as it's not a woman,
then it's all good. A woman
can't be president... you hear
me, Hillary?
-Dan

—Adam Belardino '06, alumnus

d'08

-
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Mirror Sports 3x5

The

SPORTS
CHRIS SIMMONS

Mirror

MARY THERESE CHURCH

CHRIS TSOMBANOS

The Questions
1. Did Midnight Madness
pump you up for the basketball season?

Seeing Lyndon Johnson doing the
Soulja Boy dance was the highlight
of the night.

2. Robert Morris: Field hockey
wins?

Obviously we couldn't think of a
full five questions. But congrats to
field hockey for winning.

3. Better fighters: Hockey
players or fans?

I'm from Marylan
hockey; we
Natty Boh

4. More exciting: MLB playoffs
or NFL regular season?

The O's are haunted b
ek Jeter's non-homerunl
(Damn you, Jeffrey Maier) an
how can you not like Ray Lewis
Football... until the O's get good

5. Who's smarter: Business majors or English majors?

Smart. Sow. Englis

There is nothin
it. It started

I showed up at midnight... and it
was over.

Next question.

'/liter the hockey se
it's pret|sf split. Hut
watching Ben Welcffout of sotaeone.

|id enjoy
the s**t

I'm gonna have to give it to the
fans because, as we know kids,
alcohol impairs both your balance
and motor skills.

bsing
ies are winning, I will
with MLB.

Patriots at Colts. Nov. 4, goodnight.

English majors: we're able to form
complete sentences later in life.

Well, some people are good at
reading ... and stuff and then some
people are good at getting jobs.

Bidjfess.

Trying to decide which way to take your career? At Ernst & Young, you'll
gain invaluable experience delivering quality services to world-class clients.
And with each new challenge, you'll take another step towards a great future.
So join a team where all signs point to your growth and success... and keep
moving in the right direction.
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Quality In Everything We Do
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...atFairfield
BY TOM CLEARY

Diving in: The swimming and diving teams started their 2007
campaign with a meet against Holy Cross at the RecPlex in Fairfield.
The men's and women's teams completed a sweep of the Crusaders
with each team picking up victories. The men's side won with a team
score of 133-110. The 200m medley relay team of Boris Romanovsky
'10, Chad Pfeifer '11, Drew Kingman '08 and Sean McGonigle '07 set
a school record with a time of 1:53.98. Senior Rachel Waldstein and freshman Meg
Young led the way for the women. Waldstein won the 50m free and was second in the
100m fly, while Young won both the 200 and 400m free races. On the diving boards,
sophomore Taylor Stecko took both events for the men.

Heating up: Junior Molly Byrnes scored the game-winning goal
for the Stags in a 1-0 victory over Robert Morris on Sunday. The field
hockey team moved to 3-13 on the season with the win, breaking a
five-game losing streak that dated back to Sept. 30. Byrnes scored off
a penalty corner to pick up her first game-winning goal of the season.
Senior goalkeeper Liz Thomas picked up her first shutout of the season
with one save. The Stags were forced to clear away three penalty corners in the final
minutes of the game as Robert Morris put the pressure on the Fairfield defense, which
locked down to secure the victory. The Stags return to action against Quinnipiac College
on Oct. 17, before returning to NEC play with a game at New Hampshire on Oct. 20.

Induction day: Fairfield University inducted five new members into
the Athletic Hall of Fame on Saturday. The five new members are Conine
Carlson '01 (volleyball), Steve Dogmantis '01 (fbotball), Trish Elser-Grim
'92 (women's basketball), Izabella Kotowski '02 (field hockey) and Spencer
Steele '00 (men's lacrosse). Carlson helped the Stags to a 36-0 conference
record in her four seasons at Fairfield. Dogmantis lead the nation with 11
interceptions in his senior season, earning Division I-AA Ail-American honors. Elser-Grim
blocked 75 shots her junior year, third most in a single season. Kotowski led the Stags to their
first ever Patriot League Championship in her senior season and a NCAA Tournament apperance in her senior year. Steele is the all-time leading scorer in school history with 147 goals
and is third in points with 210.

Serving for success: The women's tennis team finished second at
the New England Championships on Sunday in Fairfield. Sophomore
Dana Postupack won her singles flight and also picked up a doubles title
to lead the Stags to the second place finish. Postupack teamed with fellow sophomore Paulina Rys to win the Flight One Doubles title with a
victory over Rhode Island's team in the finals. Rys was also the runner-up
in Flight One of singles play. Postupack picked up the Stags' lone singles victory of the
event with a win in Flight Two. Rhode Island was the overall winner of the tournament
with 77 points, while Fairfield was second with 58 points. The Stags return to action in
the Louisiana-Lafeyette Tournament from Oct. 26-27.

Swinging away at the EC AC: The men's and women's golf
teams participated in the EC AC Division I Golf Championships over
the past two weekends. On Oct. 6-7 the women's team traveled to
Virginia to play in the tournament at the Kiskiack Golf Club. Fairfield
finished 13th overall out of 15 teams with an overall score of 671
(+95). The winning school was Harvard with a score of 600 (+24).
The Stags' top finisher was Kristen MacDonald' 11 who finished 25th
overall with a score of 158. Sophomore Alicia Esposito '10 finished in a three-way tie
for 40th, with a score of 164.
The men's team finished in 14th place out of 14 teams in the men's tournament, which was played last weekend in Charlestown, R.I., at the Shelter Harbor Golf
Club. Fairfield shot a combined 627 (+59), while the winner of the tournament, St.
Bonaventure, finished with a 596 (+28). Junior R.J. Zielinski was the top finisher for
the Stags, tying for 28th overall. Zielinski recorded a 154, while freshman Jeff Bradlky
finished close to him with a 156 to tie for 41st overall.

Off to a fighting start: The Fairfield club hockey team started
its 2007-2008 season with a 7-2 victory over St. Thomas Aquinas
College at the Wonderland of Ice Arena in Bridgeport on Saturday
night in front of a large crowd. The Stags were led by junior linemates Brandon Barucci and Rob Voto, who each scored two goals.
Voto added two assists as well. Senior co-captain Justin Eisner also
tallied a goal, along with juniors Dan Ferrera and Ethan Finley.
Senior goalie and assistant captain Bill Dwyer secured his first win of the season,
allowing just two goals in 60 minutes of play, while recording 23 saves.
Last year Dwyer finished the season with a 9-6 record and a 3.74 goals against
average. The Stags return most of their key players from last season, including Dwyer
and Eisner. Also returning is sophomore Will McPherson, who was the MCHC Rookie
of the Year, scoring 19 goals and assisting on 17 others in his freshman season. The
game was made even more exciting by the crowd, which was rowdy as always and
got involved with the opposing team's fans, forcing the referees to pull the players
off the ice until the commotion was settled.

mA

ATHLETE: Drew Kingman 09
SPORT:
Men's swimming

ATHLETE: Kelly Oliver 08
SPORT:
Volleyball

ACHIEVEMENT: Kingman was a double winner in the Stags' opening season meet against Holy
Cross on Friday. He won along with the 200m
medley relay, breaking the school record with
a record of 1:53.98. He also won the 200m IM
with a time of 2:17.27, one second off his own
school record.

ACHIEVEMENT: Oliver led the Stags' offensive
attack in their victory over Marist on Friday night
with 14 kills and a .367 hitting average, to go along
with five digs. She also set a career-high with 22
kills on Wednesday in Fairfield's loss to non-conference Hofstra. Oliver leads the Stags with 3.94
kills per game, fourth best in the MAAC.

Fairfield University
"Student Only Special"
CHOICE #1
Large Cheese
$7.50 +to
Addition!! topplnjs S2.00

330-0085

«

FREE DELIVERY '
{$ 10.00 minimum)

CHOICE #4

i.

h II
Buy Any Large Salad i«

Get Garlic Bread

rKtt

|i

CHOICE #2
Large Cheese
& 2-liter soda
$9.50 *t»\

CHOICE #3

John and David Bogardus

Complete Foreign and
Domestic Auto Repair

Get One FREE
CHOICE #6

2 Large Cheese

2 Large Pizzas
w/2 Toppings

Additional topping KM

Same Owner • Same Service • Since 1977
w

Buy Any 3 Grinders

CHOICE #5
$16.00

Fairfield Automotive Service

G.t Buffalo Wings FREE
Additional tupping SIM

2149 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06821

(203) 259-6500
We Sell Quality Used Cars

fax (203) 259-2787
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Maron's saves spring Stags
Senior goalie approaches career records while trying for MAAC Championship
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

"Brett could be one of the top goaltenders in the country."
Women's soccer Head Coach Jim
O'Brien uttered
these words last
week, remarking on the stellar
play of senior cocaptain and goalie
Brett Maron.
Maron ranks
second all-time
in shutouts at
Fairfield with 23,
only 1.5 behind
MARON
the program record. She is also
third in both career saves and wins.
In her career, she has led Fairfield to a
30-30-9 overall record, a MAAC Championship and an NCAA Tournament berth.
She discovered soccer in her neighborhood and discovered she had talent in the net
on her travel team.
"When you are young, the coach rotates
players through, and I just happened to be
good at it," she said. "I had good instincts."
She was a star in high school as well,
being named two-time Merrimack Valley
Conference Keeper of the Year. She was also
an all-around athlete, serving as captain of
her school's track and basketball teams.
"Basketball was good and bad. Playing
basketball, you don't go for balls that you
would normally go for in the net. But in
terms of having an explosive first step, it was
good. Track is good for everything in terms

of conditioning," she said.
Fairfield was the first to discover these
talents, and Maron said she felt indebted to
the first team to talk to her.
"They were the first school to contact
me," said Maron. "I felt loyalty to them and
a huge tie since they recognized my abilities
before any of the bigger schools."
She has been a vital member of the
team from the moment she stepped onto the
field as a freshman. She was named to the
All-MAAC Second Team in her first season
while starting 14 games. Her sophomore
season she moved up to All-MAAC First
Team and led the Stags to the NCAA Tournament, making 10 saves against Duke in an
opening-round loss.
She continued her award-winning career
during her junior year, being named MAAC
Defensive Player of the Year, SoccerBuzz
First Team Northeast Region and the NSCA A
Third Team All-Northeast Region.
Her leadership allowed her to be named
a team captain as a junior, a role she continues to hold this year. However, she feels the
leadership is a joint effort.
"I feel like I'm one part of it," she said.
"We get leadership from everyone. Janna
[Breitenwischer] and Alex [Caram] are great
leaders and MT [Church] and Amanda
[Vargo] round out a great senior class."
"Everyone is important for success,
and we have great team chemistry. I feel
confident leaving that next year will have
great leadership as well as [the juniors] are
already emerging."
Maron is currently second in the MAAC
in goal against average, allowing .98 per
game. She is also second in save percent*

Believe politics has
do with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER
Campus Advisor:

1,2007

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203)254-4000
http://www.cga.ct.gov/isc

age at .841 and saves with 74.
She also tied the Stags' singlegame record earlier this year
with 14 saves, against No. 14
Colorado.
However, Maron gave
credit to her defensemen as
well.
"They're the reason our
defense is so good," she said.
"They bring a warrior mentality
to every game."
Maron recorded her sixth
shutout of the year, tops in the
MAAC, in the Stags' 2-0 win
over Siena.
ontributed Photo
Casey Frobey TO broke
Ready to pounce: Brett Maron '08 has had an awardthe 0-0 stalemate with a pair winning career at Fairfield and hopes to lead the Stags
of goals only 50 seconds in to into the third round of the NCAA Tournament this year.
provide Fairfield with the winHowever, the Stags tied the game as
ning margin.
Frobey leads the team with seven goals Breitenwischer assisted Caram's fourth
goal of the season, sending the game into
and js second with 14 points.
Nicole Cavallaro '11 picked up her overtime.
Marist was able to convert on a chance
MAAC-leading 11th assist. She currently
ranks third in the nation in assists per game after a foul committed by Fairfield with only
with 0.79 per game and leads the Stags with 40 seconds left in the first overtime.
The free kick was knocked around and
17 points.
However, the weekend ended on a eventually found a free Red Fox player, who
sour note, as the Stags fell to Marist, 2-1, tapped the ball into the net with 28 seconds
remaining.
in overtime.
The loss was Fairfield's first in the
The game marked the first time an opponent scored a goal on Lessing Field all MAAC, and drops its record to 7-6-1 overall
year. Fairfield boasted a 4-0 record at home and 3-1-0 in the MAAC.
The Stags are now third in the MAAC,
going into the game, while outscoring its
behind Marist and Niagara.
opponents 12-0.
They play MAACfoe Iona at home on
The Red Foxes scored off a corner kick
Friday
then their last non-conference game
in the first half as Fairfield trailed going into
against Holy Cross on Monday.
halftime.

Kelly helps Stags
;

CONTINUED FROM P.
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At the conclusion of his freshman season, Kelly got no further than the bench.
As if that was not enough, the demanding nature of the program was always pushing him to the brink.
"I did almost quit," said Kelly. "But I
knew that I couldn't go to school here if I
didn't play."
Kelly bent, but he did not break.
After strong off-season training, he returned to the team as a sophomore. He would
play in six games during his sophomore year,
all as a reserve.
One year later, though, Kelly still found
trouble breaking through. Despite the Stags'
success in 2006, he only appeared in five
games.
"Not playing for three years and sitting
on the bench, it was tough," said Kelly. "It's
tough when you've grown up through the
program and you don't play."
Perhaps it was the realization of a senior
whose time was gradually dwindling, or it
was the coming-of-age of a player still in
transition to a new position, but the calendar
change from 2006 to 2007 became Kelly's
ultimate blessing.
Suddenly, it all seemed to click.
Thus far, Kelly has started 10 of 12
games at fullback for the Stags, who have
seven wins on the season and seem poised for
another run at the MAAC championship.
While he may not be an offensive stud
or capable of a highlight reel play, many on
the Stags are quick to point out that Kelly is
as much of a contributor as any.
"Pat's been dynamite for us. I think he's
grabbed the opportunity to play," said Head
Coach Carl Rees.
"He's steadfast, he is reliable. In that
particular position, as a coach and as a teammate, that's exactly what you're looking
for," he said.

To Kelly, though, personal success does
not mean as much as the team.
The accounting major still says that his
ultimate goal is a trip to Florida for one last
run at glory in the NCAA tournament.
Still, the senior could not help but smile
when asked how it felt to finally be a starter
and assess how far he has come.
"It really is the best feeling that there
is," said Kelly. "You just have to know that
there is light at the end of the tunnel."
And that light finally came.

Soccer splits
weekend games
BY TOM CLEARY

The men's soccer team moved to 2-1-1
in the MAAC with a loss to Loyola in Baltimore and a win over Rider in New Jersey
this weekend.
On Friday night, the Stags fell to Loyola
2-0 on two, second-half goals. Fairfield held
the Greyhounds scoreless in the first half, but
in the second half they surrendered two goals,
one early in the half and the second in the final
minutes to put the game out of reach.
Sunday, the Stags bounced back with a
1-0 victory over Rider. Fairfield again held
the opposing team scoreless for the first half
and could not break through.
But in the 60th minute of the game,
senior Sam Bailey scored his fifth gamewinning goal of the season on an 18-yard
shot.
"The big picture is that we are building
towards a perfect product in preperation
for the playoffs," said Head Coach Carl
Rees. "We learned this weekend that we can
compete with any team in the conference
The challenge is to impose our style on the
opponent for the entire game."
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Midnight Madness kicks offbasketball season

Photos by Elyse Raby
Flying to a start: The men's and women's basketball seasons began with Friday night open practices at Alumni Hall. The Stags were introduced by FUSA President Hutch Williams '08, and the teams did layups and dunks before running a few plays to excite the fans. Williams,
who organized the event, said it went well since it is the first time Fairfield has had the event in a decade. There were 700 people in attendance, about 550 students. "I think it was a good turnout; we gave out good prizes and the teams looked good," said Williams. "I am excited
by what we have started. There needs to be a few adjustments made, [but] overall it was a great success and it had made the students
excited about the season." The men's and women's teams will return to Alumni Hall for the Red-White Scrimmage this Sunday, Oct. 21 at
3:30 and 6 p.m.
Clockwise from top right: Joelle Nawrocki '11 shoots, Lyndon Jordan '11 hangs on the rim after a dunk, Stephanie Geehan '10 makes a
pass, FUSA President Hutch Williams '08 introduces the teams, Greg Nero '10 slams the ball home, and the men gather for a pep talk.
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Elite Eight
Volleyball wins eighth straight MAAC match
BY GLENN GHIRARDI

After dropping a game to non-conference foe Hofstra, the Fairfield volleyball
team is picking up right where it left off in
MAAC play with its eighth straight MAAC
win over Marist on Friday, Oct. 12.
The Stags improved to nine wins with
only one loss in conference play but still
remain in second place behind undefeated
Siena.
"I thought the match against Hofstra
was just gutsy performance; at moments I
became a fan because it was really entertaining," said Head Coach Jeff Werneke. "It was
nice to see us come back and play to our
capabilities against Marist."
Fairfield bowled over the Red Foxes en
route to its eighth shutout of the season.
The players continue to put forth a tremendous team effort behind their seniors.
Kelly Oliver '08 exemplified the Stags'
effort and intensity on offense with 14 kills
in Friday's game along with a .367 attacking
percentage and five digs.
Lindsey Lee '08 and Jazmin Pa'akaula
'08 dominated on the defensive end with 20
and 12 digs, respectively.
Even the team's freshmen are making
key contributions to the Stags' confidence
and control on the court with Lauren Wagner
notching three kills and two blocks.
Freshman Kayla Hughes also made a
significant impact on the game, converting
on six of her seven kill attempts.
Junior Karlie Urbaniak and Katie Mann
joined Oliver in double digit kills with 10
and 13 respectively.
Hitting percentages such as Mann's
stellar .571 helped the Stags attain a .421

Elyse Raby/The Mirror

Leaping for success: Senior Kelly Oliver leaps to spike the ball against Marist on Friday
night while Katie Mann '10 stands by for assistance. The Stags won their eighth straight
game in MAAC play, bouncing back from a loss to Hofstra on Wednesday night, and are in
second place in the conference.

percentage over the course of the game,
while several important blocks held the Red
Foxes to a .058 percentage.
The Stags trumped the Foxes in blocks
as well with a solid 7-3 ratio.
The Stags' intense and unrelenting
style of play led them to two quick victories
in the match, 30-10 and 30-11.

KING OF THE LANES

The two commanding wins were due in
large part to the efforts of sophomore Barbie
Thistle, as she served five consecutive points
to break the game open and nine unanswered
points in the second game to put the Foxes
in an immediate and inescapable hole.
The third game looked as though it
could be the beginnings of a Fox come-

A senior steps up
Pat Kelly breaks through in his final season
Notre Dame football. While it was far from a
Rudy Ruettiger miracle, it is safe to say that
The step from high school to college the 5'8", 145-pounder scratched and clawed
provides some athletes with an opportunity to his way onto the Stags' roster as a freshman.
In fact, Kelly was faced with yet another
compete at the highest level possible.
obstacle merely days into his
Then again, for most
young career.
athletes, the move to college
Based on the coaches'evalis a different transition: It's a
uation and the needs of the team,
time to say good-bye.
Kelly was asked to play fullback,
Senior defenseman Pat
a position completely foreign
Kelly refused to buy into
to him.
that theory.
"I came in and I was put in
Four years ago, the Alla position that I had never played
Conference, All-PennsyL
before, and it took time to learn
vania and a regional Ailhow to play (defenseman)," said
American soccer star at Holy
Kelly.
Ghost Prep in Pennsylvania
Most freshmen athletes
was in a precarious position
KELLY
swim slowly to adjust to their
not uncommon to many high
new waters; Kelly was barely
school seniors.
With no legitimate collegiate offers on treading water.
Eventually, he did learn the new position,
the table, a life-changing decision was looming, one that could have potentially signaled but it did not come without struggle. He was
constantly pushed in practice to work as hard
the end of his soccer career.
"I knew I could play at the Division as possible.
"Everyone said try harder, try harder,"
III level if I wanted to," said Kelly. "But I
wanted to challenge myself in a Division I Kelly said.
From the outset, he was told that the team
program."
That Division I team turned out to be needed to see more out of him, that the utmost
effort was still not enough.
Fairfield.
"I knew it was going to be competitive
because it was a good program," said Kelly.
SEE "KELLY" ON P. 22
This isn't to say that Fairfield soccer is

BY KEITH CONNORS

:lyse Raby/The Mirror

Stroke me: Junior Drew Kingman, the Stags' record-holder at the 100m breaststroke
and this week's winner of the Mirror Male Athlete of the Week Award, nearly broke his
own record in a first-place finish over Holy Cross, finishing one second off of the time.
The Stags swept both the men's and women's team competitions. See "This Week in
Sports" on p. 22 for more on the Stags' opening swimming and diving meet.

back with a 4-4 tie to start. The rally was
quickly squelched by the Stags as they went
on a 6-3 scoring run and finished the game
with a solid 30-18 win to complete the 3-0
shutout.
The Stags will finish out the season with
eight straight MAAC games.
Their next game will be a critical one as
they take on third place Iona (7-2 MAAC) at
home on Wednesday, Oct. 17.
This upcoming weekend holds a twogame road trip for the Stags at Canisius on Sat.,
Oct. 20 and Niagara the following day.
The women then have a six-day break
during which Werneke will work them as
hard as they've worked all season in preparation for potentially the most important game
of the season against division leader Siena
at Alumni Hall.
The Stags will be looking for revenge
as they suffered their only divisional loss at
the hands of the Siena Saints.
If the Stags win out the season, they
could potentially take first place in the
MAAC with another Siena loss.
It looks to be a tough match-up but the
Stags have the confidence and momentum of
eight straight divisional wins driving them
right now.
"We are taking each opponent one at a
time, focusing offensively and defensively,"
said Werneke. "We play Iona and then go
up to Buffalo to play Canisius and Niagara,
which is always a tough trip; hopefully we
can get a win on the road."
Whether or not the team can claim first
place as its own remains to be seen, but
there will not be much to worry about if the
Stags continue to play the way they have as
of late.

